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In [7] it was shown that if n is the fundamental group of a closed oriented surface S
and G is Lie group satisfying very general conditions, then the space Hom(n, G)/G
of conjugacy classes of representation n-+G has a natural symplectic structure.
This symplectic structure generalizes the Weil-Petersson Kahler form on
Teichmiiller space (taking G = PSL(2, lR)), the cup-product linear symplectic
structure on H 1 (S, lR) (when G = lR), and the Kahler forms on the Jacobi variety of
a Riemann surface M homeomorphic to S (when G= U(l)) and the NarasimhanSeshadri moduli space of semistable vector bundles of rank n and degree 0 on M
(when G = U(n)). The purpose of this paper is to investigate the geometry of this
symplectic structure with the aid of a natural family of functions on Hom(n, G)/G.
The inspiration for this paper is the recent work of Scott Wolpert on the WeilPetersson symplectic geometry of Teichmiiller space [18-20]. In particular he
showed that the Fenchel-Nielsen "twist flows" on Teichmiiller space are Hamiltonian flows (with respect to the Weil-Petersson Kahler form) whose associated
potential functions are the geodesic length functions. Moreover he found striking
formulas which underscore an intimate relationship between the symplectic
geometry of Teichmiiller space and the hyperbolic geometry (and hence the
topology) of the surface. In particular the symplectic product of two twist vector
fields (the Poisson bracket of two geodesic length functions) is interpreted in terms
of the geometry of the surface.
We will reprove these formulas of Wolpert in our more general context.
Accordingly our proofs are simpler and not restricted to Teichmiiller space: while
Wolpert's original proofs use much of the machinery of Teichmiiller space theory,
we give topological proofs which involve the multiplicative properties of
homology with local coefficients and elementary properties of invariant functions.
Before stating the main results, it will be necessary to describe the ingredients of
the symplectic geometry. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. The basic
property we need concerning G is the existence of an orthogonal structure on G: an
orthogonal structure on G is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ~ : 9 x g-+ lR
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which is invariant under AdG. For example, if G is a reductive group of matrices,
the trace form m(X, Y) = tr(X Y) defines an orthogonal structure. (However, there
are many "exotic" orthogonal structures on nonreductive groups.) Let f: G~ R. be
an invariant function (i.e. a function on G invariant under conjugation); its
variation function (relative to m) is defined as the unique map F: G~g such that for
all XEg, AEG
m(F(A),X)=

ddl

t t=O

f(AexptX).

It is easy to prove that F(A) lies in the Lie algebra centralizer ~(A) of A.
The next ingredients are the spaces Hom(n, G)jG with their symplectic
structure defined by m; for details we refer the reader to Goldman [7]. Recall that
Hom(n, G) denotes the real analytic variety of all homomorphisms n~G and
Hom(n, G)jG is its quotient by the action of G on Hom(n, G) by inner
automorphisms. As shown in [7], the singular subset of Hom(n, G) consists of
representations ¢J E Hom(n, G) such that the centralizer of ¢J(n) in Ad G has positive
dimension; moreover G acts locally freely on the set of smooth points Hom(n, G) .
After removing possibly more G-invariant subsets of large codimension, one
obtains a Zariski-open subset DC Hom(n, G) such that DjG is a Hausdorff smooth
manifold. (Alternatively one may consider the set of smooth points of the character
variety, discussed in [15] for G = SL(2, <C).) In this paper, we shall always pretend
that Hom(n, G)jG is a smooth manifold. That is, we shall only really work on the
smooth part DjG. All of our results extend to the singular part (suitably modified)
but for simplicity we ignore the singularities of Hom(n, G)jG, and relegate their
discussion to [8].
The tangent space to Hom(n, G)/G at an equivalence class [¢J], where
¢J E Hom(n, G), is the cohomology group H I (n; 9Adq,) (or H I (S; 9Adq,)) where 9Adq,
is the n-module (respectively, local coefficient system) with underlying space 9 and
action given by the composition nL G~ Aut(g). Now m defines a coefficient
pairing gAdq, x 9Adq,~R and cup product defines a pairing of tangent spaces

In [7], § 1, it is proved that OJ is symplectic structure on Hom(n, G)jG.
We shall investigate the symplectic geometry of (Hom(n, G)/G, OJ) in terms of
certain "coordinate functions" on Hom(n, G)jG. Namely, let rx E nand f: G~R. be
an invariant function. Then there is a function fa: Hom(n, G)jG~JR defined by
[¢J] ~ f(¢J(rx)). We are interested in the Hamiltonian flows associated to
these functions.
Recall that if (X, OJ) is a symplectic manifold and lp: X~R is a smooth
function, the Hamiltonian vector field associated to lp (or with potentiallp) is the
vector field Hlp on X such that OJ(Hlp, Y) equals the derivative Ylp for all vector
fields l: It is an easy consequence of the closedness of OJ that the Hamiltonian flow
generated by Hlp leaves invariant OJ as well as lp.
To compute the Hamiltonian vector fields Rfa of fa' it is therefore necessary to
differentiate fa. Let rx E nand f: G~ R be an invariant function. Let F : G~g be the
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variation of f introduced above. Define a map Fex : Hom(n, G)~g by Fex(t/J)
=F(t/J(a». All of our general formulas will involve these functions F ex .
When a is simple, these flows have a simple description on Hom(n, G). If Ll is
nonseparating, define a flow {Et}tElR on Hom(n, G) as follows: ify E n is represented
by a curve disjoint from Ll, let (Ett/J) (y) = t/J(y) be constant; if [3 En intersects a exactly once transversely "in the positive direction", let (Ett/J) ([3) = (exptF ex(t/J))t/J([3). It
can be shown that these conditions specify a unique flow E on Hom(n, G). When a
separates 8 into two components 8 1 u8 2 , define (Etr/J) (y) = l/J(y) if y is homotopic to
a curve in 8 1 and (Etl/J) (y) =exptFex(t/J)t/J(a) exp- tFex(r/J) ify is homotopic to a carre
in 8 2 . Then we have the following:

Duality Theorem. Let Ll be a simple loop on 8 and fex' E be as above. Then the flow E
on Hom(n, G) covers the Hamiltonian flow on Hom(n, G)jG associated to the
function fex on Hom(n, G)jG.
As a corollary, we obtain Wolpert's duality theorem [19]: the Fenchel-Nielsen
twist flows on Teichmuller space are R amiltonian (with respect to the Weil- Petersson
Kahler form) with potential the geodesic length function lex.
When a is not simple, the Hamiltonian flow of fex does not seem to admit a
simple description as a "twist flow" as above, but the local flows nonetheless exist.
(In general the local flows Rfex are incomplete.) One can generally understand the
behavior of these functions by forming derivatives (Hfex)fex of fp with respect to the
Hamiltonian vector field Rfex associated to fex. It follows from the definition of Hfex
that (Hfex)fp equals the symplectic product w(Hfex' Hfp) which is by definition the
Poisson bracket {fex' fp} of the two functions fex and fp. The following general result
enables us to compute Poisson brackets:
Product formula. Let a, {3 E n be represented by immersed curves in general
position. Then the Poisson bracket of fex and fp is given by the function on
Hom(n, G)jG defined by

where e(p; Ll, [3) = ± 1 denotes the oriented intersection number of Ll and [3 at p,
l/J p : n 1(S; p)~G is a representative of [l/J] and ap, {3p are the elements of n 1(S; p)
corresponding to a and {3.
This formula has the following meaning. The sum is taken over all of the
intersection of Ll and {3, which consists of transverse double points. Although
Fexp(t/Jp) depends on the choice of t/Jp in an equivalence class [t/J] E Hom(n, G)jG, the
pairing ~(Fex p(r/J p), F(Jp(l/Jp» is independent of the choice of l/Jp in its equivalence
class. Finally we note that the functions fex and fp need not both be constructed
from the same invariant function f
As a corollary of the product formulas, we obtain the following basic fact due to
Wolpert [18], [20]; (see also Kerckhoff [13]):

Cosine Formula. For any LlEn let lex: (£s~R. be the geodesic length function of Ll (i.e.
the function which associates to a point S ~ M of Teichmiiller space the length of
the geodesic in M representing Ll). If p E Ll {3 let () p denote the counterclockwise
angle at p from the geodesic representing Ll to the geodesic representing {3. Then the
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Poisson bracket {lex, lp} is the function on Teichmiiller space defined by

{1(1,lp}=

L cosO p •

PEex#P

(This formula has been generalized in several other directions; see Kerckhoff [13]
for the case that rJ. and 13 are measured geodesic laminations.)
In another direction, the product formula may be specialized as follows. Let G
be a classical matrix group and let f be the character, and ~ the trace form, of the
standard embedding in GL(n, lR). For example, GL(n, <C) is embedded in
GL(2n,lR) as the subgroup centralizing the complex structure on lR2n~<cn, f(A)
=2RetrA, if AEGL(n,<C) and if X, YEgI(n,<C), then ~(X, Y)=2RetrXY: Also
let l(A) = 21m tr A. In the following theorem rJ., 13 represent immersed closed curves
in general position (i.e. the immersion rJ.uf3 has at worst transverse double points).
If p E rJ. 13 is a double point intersection of rJ. and 13, let rJ. p (resp. 13 p) denote the
unique element of n 1 (8; p) corresponding to rJ. (resp. 13). We may use the group
structure of n 1(8; p) to form inverses and products such as rJ. p f3 p' rJ. p f3; 1 etc. The
following result shows that the rational vector space spanned by the functions fex'
rJ. E n, forms a Lie algebra under Poisson bracket:

*

Theorem. (i) Let G=GL(n,lR), GL(n, <C) or GL(n,lH). Then
{fex,fp}=

L

PEex#P

8(p;a,[3)frx ppp '

(ii) Let G = O(p, q), O(n, <C), Sp(n, lH), U(p, q), Sp(n, lR), Sp(p, q) or Sp(n, <C).
Then

(iii) Let G = SL(n, lR). Then

{fex' fp}

= L 8(p; rJ., [3) (fa p
PEex#P

p

p -

~ faf)V.

(iv) Let G = SL(n, <C) or SL(n, lH). Then

1
e(p;rJ.,f3)(frx ppp+ 2 O:']'p-fafp));
PEex#P
n
1
{fex,]'p} = L e(p; rJ., 13) (lxpp p- -2 (fa]'p+ hfp));
PEex#P
n
{frx,fp}=

L

{lx,]'p} = - {fex' fp} .
(v) Let G = SU(p, q) with p + q = n. Then

{fex' fp}

=1 PEex#P
L e(p; rJ., [3) (hpp p-

{fex,]'p} =1

hpp p 1 - (2/n)h]'p);

L e(p; rJ., [3) (hpp p-lx ppp 1);
PEex#P
{fa, ]'p} = - {fex' fp} .
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(Here lH denotes the noncommutative field of quaternions. In the notation of
Helgason [10], GL(n, lH), Sp(n, lH), SL(n, lH) are the groups U*(2n), O*(2n),
SU*(2n).)
The preceding theorem suggests that there is a formally defined Lie algebra
structure on certain spaces based on the set it of homotopy classes of closed
oriented curves on S. The simplest of these is defined as follows. Let Zit be the free
Z-module with basis it. If a, f3 are immersed oriented closed curves which intersect
transversely in double points, then define the formal sum

where e(p; a, f3), ap, f3p are as in the product formula, apf3p denotes the product in
n 1 (S; p) and la p f3 plEit denotes the free homotopy class of apf3 p En 1(S; p). The
operation [a, f3] depends only on the free homotopy classes of a and f3 and thus
extends by linearity to a bilinear map Zit x Zit-+7lit.

Proposition. (a) Under this operation, 7lit is a Lie algebra over 7l.
(b) Let G=GL(n, lR),GL(n,<C) or GL(n, lH). Let (]: Zfc~Coo (Hom(n, G)/G be
the linear map defined by (] : a~ fa. Then (] is a homomorphism of the Lie algebra Zit
into the Lie algebra of functions on Hom(n, G)/G under Poisson bracket.
There is a similar construction for a Lie algebra based on unoriented curves.
The map n-+n, a~a-l which reverses the orientations of oriented loops extends
to an automorphism of Zfc of order two. Its stationary set is additively a free
module 'llii based on the set ii of homotopy classes of unoriented closed curves on
S; as a subalgebra Zii has bracket relations defined by (ii).

Proposition. Let G = O(p, q), O(n, <C), O(n, lH), U(p, q), Sp(p, q), Sp(n, lR) or
Sp(n, <C). Let (] :'llii-+ COO(Hom(n, G)/G be the linear map defined by a~ fa. Then (l is
a homomorphism of the Lie algebra 7lii into the Lie algebra of functions on
Hom(n, G)/G under Poisson bracket.
(The existence of the Lie algebra Zii was hinted by Wolpert [20] who
considered its homomorphic image of vector fields on Teichmiiller space, which he
called the "twist lattice". That the Lie algebra 7lii could be embedded in a Lie
algebra Zn based on oriented curves was first observed by Dennis Johnson.)
There is a dual formulation of the above propositions, which is very suggestive.
For concreteness let us consider Zit, but everything we say will hold for Zii and
some of the other Lie algebras we consider, with minor modifications. Namely, let
'lln* denote the real vector space dual to 'lln. Then Zn acts by derivations on the
7Ln*, which we may say is the "coadjoint module" of 7ln. Indeed, 'lLit* is just the
space of all real-valued class functions on n. Then to each point [tP] E Hom(n, G)/G
is associated the function X([tP]): Zit-+lR defined by X([tP]) (a) = (l(¢(a)). The
resulting map x: Hom(n, G)/G-+Zit* is the moment map for the Poisson
action of Zit on Hom(n, G)/G. (See the references [1], [2], and [17] for the
definition of this concept.) In more familiar terms, X(tP) is just the character of the
representation tP: n-+G ~ GL(n, lR). The image of the moment map is just the
character "variety" which consists of all characters of representations in

Hom(n, G).
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It is a well-known fact that the characters of representations locally separate
points on the highest-dimensional strata ofHom(n, G)jG. Using this fact, it follows
that the Hamiltonian vector fields of trace functions generate a transitive action on
the stratum Hom(n, G)- jG. Since the moment map (or character map)
X: Hom(n, G)jG~'!Lie* is equivariant with respect to the action of the Lie algebra
'!Lie, it follows that the open strata of the character variety are represented as
coadjoint orbits of the Lie algebra '!Lit. This gives a new perspective on the
symplectic structure of Hom(n, G)jG and suggests that the piecewise-linear
symplectic structure on Thurston's space of measured geodesic laminations can be
understood as a coadjoint orbit in '!Lit* also. (Compare Papadopolous [22] and
Fathi [26].)
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a preliminary discussion of
invariant functions on Lie groups. In particular variation maps are computed for
the standard choice of I above as well as the hyperbolic displacement length
function on PSL(2, :R.). Section 2 reviews homology with local coefficients,
Poincare duality and intersection theory.
In Sect. 3 the product formula is proved. The cosine formula is deduced as a
corollary. The main step in the proof of the product formula is Proposition 3.7
which gives a geometric cycle representing the Hamiltonian vector field RIa. The
remainder of § 3 computes Poisson brackets on Hom(n, G)jG for all classical
groups G.
In Sect. 4 we assume that r:t is a simple closed curve. After a brief discussion of
Fenchel-Nielsen twist flows on Teichmiiller space to motivate the definition of
"generalized twist flows", we prove the duality formula. The proof is by direct
calculation, and uses Proposition 3.7. As a corollary we prove Wolpert's lengthtwist duality.
Section 5 is devoted to the abstract theory of Lie algebras based on closed
curves. The above two propositions are proved recasting the generalizations of
Kerckhotfs and Wolpert's cosine formula in a more algebraic setting. Several
elementary algebraic properties of these Lie algebras are proved: for example
several constructions of nontrivial ideals and subalgebras are presented. We
describe the modifications needed to construct Lie algebras based on curves which
act on Hom(n, G)jG for the other classical Lie groups G. Finally we interpret (using
the moment-map construction) the character variety of representations of a
surface group into a classical Lie group as a coadjoint orbit in a Lie algebra based
on curves. These facts are used to characterize those closed curves in '!Lie and '!Lit
which commute with a fixed simple closed curve (J., as those which are homotopic to
curves disjoint from r:t.

§ 1. Invariant functions on Lie groups
1.1. Let G be a real Lie group with finitely many components. A C 1 function
f: G~:R. is said to be invariant if it is invariant under inner automorphisms:
f(PAP-1)=f(A) for all A, PEG. The prototypical example of an invariant
function is the character of a real linear representation g : G~GL(n, :R.), i.e. f(A)
=trg(A) for A E G. In this section we show how, in many cases, an invariant
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function f gives rise to an equivariant map F: G~g, which we call its variation, and
compute various examples of invariant functions and their variations.
1.2. Let f: G~lR be a C 1 invariant function. Its differential df is a I-form on G.
We identify the Lie algebra 9 of G with the space of all left-invariant vector fields on
G; its dual vector space g* is identified with the space of left-invariant I-forms on
G. For A E G, df(A) E T1G is a covector on G and extends uniquely to a leftinvariant I-form F(A) E g*. Invariance of f implies that F: G~g* is G-equivariant:

P(PAP- 1 ) = Ad* P(P(A»
whenever P, A E G. Alternatively, peA) is the linear functional on 9 defined by

dl
F(A):X~ dtt=of(AexptX)
A

for X Eg.
1.3. An orthogonal structure on G is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form
x g~lR which is invariant under the adjoint representation. It is well known
that on a semisimple Lie group, the Killing form defines an orthogonal structure;
more generally the trace form of a reductive matrix group (see below) defines an
orthogonal structure. However, there are non-reductive groups which admit
orthogonal structures and it does not seem to be known how to characterize which
Lie groups possess such structures. See Medina [21] for more information.
Suppose G is a Lie group with an orthogonal structure ~. Let f: G~lR be an
invariant function and F: G~g* its associated equivariant map. Since ~ is
nondegenerate, it defines an isomorphism ~: g~g* of G-modules. Define the
variation of f (with respect to ~) to be the composition F = ~ - 1 F: G~g* ~g.
Then F: G~g is G-equivariant:
~: 9

0

F(PAP- 1 ) =Ad P(F(A))
for P, A E G. Moreover F(A) may be alternatively defined by

~(F(A), X)= 1tlt=0 f(A exptX)
where X ranges over all of g.
If A E G, let .;r'(A) denote the Lie algebra centralizer of A, i.e. the subalgebra of 9
fixed by AdA. Equivariance implies that F(A) lies in the intersection of all !!l'(P)
where PAP- 1 = A. For example, F maps the center of G to the center of g. Taking
P = A, we see that F(A) E !!l'(A) for all A E G.
1.4. The most common invariant functions and orthogonal structures arise from
linear representations of reductive Lie groups. Namely, if (! : G~GL(n, lR) is a
homomorphism, then its character AHtrQ(A) is an invariant function on G and
its trace form ~(X, Y) = tr (!(X) Q( Y) is a symmetric Ad G-invariant bilinear form
9 x g~lR. (Here we have used e: g~gI(n, lR) for the associated representation of
Lie algebras.) If e is a local isomorphism of G onto a reductive subgroup of
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GL(n, lR) (i.e. one for which the representation f2 and all of its tensor powers are
completely reducible), then ~ is nondegenerate and defines an orthogonal
structure on G.

Proposition. Let (l : G~GL(n, JR.) be a local isomorphism onto a reductive subgroup
of GL(n, lR) and let f and ~ denote the character and trace form of f2 respectively.
Then the variation F: G~g of f with respect to ~ can be expressed as the
composition
G~ GL(n,JR.)~ gI(n,JR.)~ 9

where i: GL(n, JR.)~gI(n, JR.) is the natural inclusion of invertible n x n matrices in all
n x n matrices and pr: glen, JR.)~g is the ~-orthogonal projection onto f2(g) C glen, JR.)
followed by the inverse of the isomorphism f2 : g~f2(g).
Proof Clearly we may assume f2 is the identity. Then, for A E G, X
!B(F(A), X) =
=
=

Since

~

:J=o

f(A exptX)

~I
dt

tr(A(I + tX + 0(t 2 )))

E

g,

t=O

tr AX = tr pr(i(A))X =

is nondegenerate, F = pr i as claimed.
0

~(pr(i(A)),

X) .

Q.E.D.

1.5. Corollary. Let G = GL(n, JR.) and let f and ~ be the character and trace form,
respectively of the identity representation. Then the variation F: G~g is the
inclusion i of invertible n x n matrices in all n x n matrices.
1.6. There are analogous results for the general linear groups over the complex

field <C and the field H of quaternions. Let J be the 2n x 2n matrix

(~

-01 n)

where In denotes the n x n identity matrix. Then GL(n, O::) may be identified with
the subgroup of GL(2n, JR.) consisting of matrices A satisfying J A = AJ, i.e.
A= -JAJ. Similarly gI(n,<C)Cgl(2n,lR) is defined by the same equation. The
projection map gI(2n, lR)~gI(n, <C) is pr(X) = t(X -JXJ). After a simple application of Proposition 1.4, we obtain:

Corollary. Let G = GL(n, <C) and let f and ~ be the character and the trace form 0.[
the representation GL(n, <r) C GL(2n, lR). Then the variation F: G~g of f with
respect to ~ is the inclusion of n x n invertible complex matrices in all n x n complex
matrices.
In complex coordinates, f(A) = 2 Re tr A and ~(X, y) = 2 Re trXl': (We would
obtain the same variation function F if we had used f(A) = 2 Re tr A and ~(X, Y)
= Re tr XY instead.) If (l: G~GL(n,<C) is a local isomorphism onto a reductive
subgroup of GL(n, <r), then the real parts of the character and trace form of f2
define an invariant function f: G~lR and an orthogonal structure ~. Then the
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conclusion of Proposition 1.4 will hold with GL(n, JR.) and glen, JR.) replaced by
GL(n, <C) and gl(n, <C).
As an example, let G == GL(n, II) be the subgroup of GL(2n, <C) consisting of
matrices A satisfying J A == AJ. (In the notation of Helgason [10], G == U*(2n).) The
Lie algebra 9 consists of all X E gl(2n, <L) satisfying the same equation and thus we
obtain the following analogue of Corollary 1.6:
~ as above. Then the variation F : G ~ 9 is
the inclusion of invertible quaternionic matrices in all quaternionic matrices.

1.7. Corollary. Let G == G L( n, II) f and

As another direct application of 1.4, we obtain:
1.8. Corollar.y Let G == SL(n, JR.), SL(n, <L), or SL(n, II). If A E G define f(A)
==RetrA: for X, YEg, let m(X, Y)==RetrXY. Then F: G~g is given by F(A)

==A-(trAln)I, for AEG.
Corollary 1.8 has a variant which applies the subgroups UL(n, <C), UL(n, :H),
of GL(n, <C), GL(n, lH) defined by IdetAI == 1. For these groups the Lie algebra is
defined by RetrA=O. If f(A)==RetrA and m(X, Y)==RetrXY then 1.4 implies
that F: G~g is given by F(A) == A - (Re tr A)lnI.
When Corollary 1.8 is applied to n == 2 one gets an alternative formula for F.
The characteristic equation for A E SL(2, lR) gives A + A - 1 == (tr A)I. Then 1.8
implies

F(A) == A - (tr AI2)I =!(A - A -1).
We shall presently see that this formula is ubiquitous:
1.9. Corollary. Let G be one of the groups O(p, q), O(n, <C), U(p, q), Sp(n, IR),
Sp(n, <C), Sp(p, q), Sp(n, :H). Let f and ~ be the real parts of the character and
the trace form respectively of the standard representations (in GL(n, <C) for
O(p, q), O(n, <C) and U(p, q) (n == p + q), in GL(2n, <C) for Sp(n, IR), Sp(n, <C),
Sp(p, q), (2n = p + q) and Sp(n, n-I)). Then the variation of f with respect to ~ is
given by F(A)==!(A-A- 1). (In terminology of [10], Sp(n,II)=O*(2n)
== O(2n, <C)nGL(n, II).)

Proof
Orthogonal

groups

O(p,q)

and

O(n,<C).

Let

Ip,q=

(~ ~IJ.

Then

AEG~AIp,qtA==Ip,q and XEg~XIp,q+lp,qtX==O~X==-Ip,qXIp,q. Orthogonal projection gl(n)~g is given by X~!(X-Ip,qtXIp,q). Thus if AEG,
Proposition 1.4 imples that F(A)==!(A-Ip,qtAIp,q)=!(A-A-1).

Unitary groups U(p,q). AEG~Alp,qtA==Ip, ; XEg~X== -Ip,qtXlp,q. Orthogonal projection gI(n, <C)--+g is given by X --+t(X - I p,rKIp,q)' Thus if A E G, 1.4

. I F(A)=2:(A-I
1
t lmpes
p,qAI
p,q) ==2:1 ( A-A -

1)

.

Symplectic groups Sp(n,IR) and Sp(n,<C). AEG~AJtA=J; XEg~XJ+Jtx
=O~X = JtXJ. Orthogonal projection gI(2n)~g is X ~!(X + JtXJ). Thus if
AEG, F(A)=!(A+J tAJ)=!(A-A- 1).
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Symplectic groups Sp(p, q). A E G<=>AJtA = J, AIp,qtA = Ip,q; X E g<=>XJ +JtX
= XI p,q+ Ip,qtX =O<=>X = JtXJ = -Ip,qtXIp,q' Orthogonal projection gl(2n, <C)
~g is given by x~t(X -JtXJ -Ip,qtXlp,q-Jlp,qtXlp,qJ). If A E G, then F(A)
=-!(A+JtAJ -Ip,qtAlp,q-Jlp,qtAlp,qJ)=i(A-A -1-A -1 +A)=!(A -A -1).
Quaternionic symplectic group Sp(n, nf). A E G<=>JAJ = - A and AtA = I;
E g<=>X = -JXJ = _tX. Orthogonal projection gl(2n, <C)~g is X~i(X + JXJ
_tx-JtXJ) so if AEG, F(A)=i(A+JAJ- tA-JtAJ)=i(A+A-A- 1 -A- 1 )
=!(A-A- 1). Q.E.D.

X

t.tO. Corollary. Let G = SU(p, q) and f, ~ be the real parts of the character and
trace form of the standard representation in GL(n, <C), n = p + q. Then the variation
of f is given by F(A)=!(A-A-1)-(ijn)lmtrA.

Proof A E G<:>Alp,qt.if =Ip,q, detA= 1,. X E g<=> Xlp,q+lp,q tx =0, tr A=O. Orthogonal projection gl(n, <C)-+-g is given by X~!(X - Ip,qtXI p,q) - (ijn)lm tr X.
Thus, if AEG, F(A)=!(A-A- 1 )-(ijn)lmtrA. Q.E.D.
1.11. Finally we close this discussion with a trivial observation which will be

useful in § 3.
Lemma. Let G be a complex Lie group with an orthogonal structure ~ : 9 x g-+-lR
which is invariant under the complex structure on g(i.e. ~(iX, Y) = ~(X, if) where i
is the complex structure on g) . Let f : G-+-lR be an invariant function which is the real
part of a holomorphic complex invariant function Z: G~<C, and let F: G-4'g be the

variation of f with respect to~. If 1: G~lR denotes the invariant function which is
the imaginary part of Z, then its variation is given by F(A) = - iF(A).
Proof For any X E g, A E G, we have

~( -

iF(A), X) = ~(F(A), - iX) = dd
f(A exp( - itX))
t t=O

I

=Reddl
Z(AeXp(-itX))=Re-iddl
z(Aexp(tX))
tt=o
tt=o

dlt

= 1m -d

z(A exp(tX)) =

""

~(F(A),

X) .

Q.E.D.

t=O

(The hypothesis that ~ is invariant under the complex structure is equivalent to
the existence of a complex orthogonal structure m~ 9 x g-4'<C having ~ as its real
part.)

:

1.12. Example. The displacement length function for hyperbolic elements of
SL(2, R). Invariant functions need not be defined on all of G; we may just as well
consider invariant functions defined on invariant open subsets Q of G. Then
everything we have said goes through as before, except of course that the functions
F, F are only defined on Q.
A particularly important example occurs for G = SL(2, lR), which acts isometrically on the Poincare upper half-plane H 2 • For A E G, the displacement length of A
is defined as I(A)=inf{dist(x,Ax):xEH 2 }. The subset of G for which I(A»O
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equals the subset of hyperbolic elements Hyp = {A E G: ItraceAI > 2}. For A E Hyp,
the displacement length I is related to the trace by the formula
ItraceAI = 2 cosh(l(A)/2).

(2.10)

Let L: Hyp~g be the variation function of I and let mbe the trace form for
SL(2, JR.). It is easy to see that every A E Hyp is conjugate to a matrix of the form

(~

A~

1)

for A> O. Thus in view of (1.3) it suffices to compute L for diagonal

matrices. Let X E 9 be the matrix (:

~ a) and A = (~ A~ 1)' Then

~(L(A),X)= :tLo l«exptX)A)
=

ddl

=

:J=o 2COSh-llttrace((~

=

ddl

t t=O

t

2cosh- 1 !ltrace((exptX)A)1

A~l)+t(: ~a)(~ A~1)+O(t2))1

2cosh- 1 1((A+A- 1 )/2+ta(A-A- 1 )/2)\=2a.

(1.10)

t=O

It follows that L(A) =

G_~).

Since I( - A) = leA), it follows easily that L( - A) = L(A). Thus (replacing A by
- A if necessary) we may assume that A has positive eigenvalues. Note also that L
is constant along one-parameter subgroups. As one-parameter subgroups in Hyp
correspond to geodesics in H 2 , we see that for a hyperbolic element A with positive
eigenvalues, L(A) may be characterized as the unique element of g satisfying:

(i)

m(L(A), L(A)) =2

(ii)

A=exptL(A) for some

t>O.

(In fact (i) and (ii) together imply t = ! I(A) is the unique real number satisfying (ii).)

§ 2. Homology with local coefficients
In this section we briefly summarize algebraic topological results we need which
concern homology and cohomology in a flat vector bundle (including multiplicative structure), Poincare duality and intersection theory. For more details, we refer
to Steenrod [16], § 31, for basic definitions, Brown [3] for the multiplicative
structure, and Dold [5] for the relationship between Poincare duality, cup
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products, and the intersection pairing on homology (with ordinary coefficients).
Compare also Johnson-Millson [12].
2.1. Let M" be a closed oriented connected smooth manifold. Let ~ be a flat vector
bundle over M; recall that this means there is a coordinate covering for ~ such that
the coordinate changes are locally constant maps into the general linear group of
the fibre. Thus if s is a section of ~ defined over an open subset of M it makes sense
to ask whether in these local charts s is the graph of a constant map into the fibre.
Such a section will be called flat (or "parallel", "covariant constant", etc.).
Let (t*(M) denote the complex of smooth singular chains on M. A basis of
(tk(M) consists of all smooth maps (J: jk-+ M where jk is the standard k-simplex.
k

The boundary o(J of (J is the (k-l)-chain

L
i=O

(-l)ia i(J where aia is the i-th face of a.

Let (t*(M; ~) denote the complex of smooth singular chains on M with values in ~ :
a basis for (tk(M; ~) consists of smooth maps a : jk -+ M together with a flat section
s of a*~ over jk. Abusing notation, we denote such a ~-valued k-simplex by a@s.
k

The boundary of such a simplex is the (k-1)-chain o(a@s)=

L

(-lyaia@si

i=O

is the restriction of s to the i-th face Oi jk of jk. It is easy to show that

where Si
(t*(M; ~) is a chain complex, and its homology is denoted H*(M; ~).
Here is a particularly simple construction of cycles in [k(M; ~). Let V k be a
closed oriented k-manifold, f: Vk-+M a map, and s a flat section of f*~ over v:
Then there is a ~-valued k-cycle on M, denoted f@s for brevity, which is given by
m

L

(f

0

O"i)@Si

where {O"il i = 1, ... , m is a triangulation of V and Si is the restriction of s

i= 1

to

All of the cycles we use in this paper are of this form.
In a similar way cohomology with coefficients in a flat vector bundle is defined.
If ~ is a flat vector bundle over M then a ~-valued k-cochain on M is a function
which assigns to each singular k-simplex 0": jk-+M a flat section of O"*~ over jk.
The collection of all such cochains forms a complex (t*(M; ~) from which we
obtain the cohomology of M with coefficients in ~, H*(M; ~).
It is well known that every flat vector bundle is associated to a linear
representation of the fundamental group in the following way. Let h: 7r 1 (M)
-+GL(V) be a representation of 7r 1 (M) on a vector space V and let Ai -+ M be a
universal covering space of M. Then 7r 1 (M) acts on Ai x V diagonally, by deck
transformations of Mand linearly by h on v: The quotient of M x V by this action
is the total space of a flat vector bundle ~ over M. Furthermore two flat vector
bundles arising from hI' h2 E Hom(7r 1 (M), GL(V» are equivalent if and only if hI
and h2 differ by an inner automorphism of G. A representation determining ~ is
called a holonomy representation for ~. It is easy to see that flat sections of ~ are in
bijective correspondence with vectors in V stationary under h. If M is an
Eilenberg-MacLane space of type K(n, 1), then there is a canonical isomorphism
of Hk(M; ~) and Hk(M; ~) with the Eilenberg-MacLane group homology and
cohomology Hk(rc; ~) and Hk(rc; ~) respectively, where Vh is the n-module
determined by h: n--+GL(V).
O"i'

2.2. Products and Poincare duality. Let ~ : ~ 1 X ~2 -+~3 be a bilinear pairing of flat
vector bundles over M. The usual cup- and cap-product operations define pairings
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of complexes
.~*(u)

: (£k(M; ~l) x (£1(M; ~2)~(£k+I(M; ~3)

~*(n): (£k(M; ~l) x (£,(M; ~2)~(£'-k(M; ~3)

which induce homology pairings
~*(u) : Hk(M; ~l) x H'(M; ~2)~Hk+I(M; ~3)

~*(n): Hk(M; ~l) x H,(M; ~2)~H'-k(M; ~3)

respectively.
The usual Poincare duality isomorphism is given by cap product
n[M]:Hk(M)~Hn_k(M)with the fundamental homology class [M]EHn(M).
On the chain level this isomorphism may be described geometrically as follows.
Let A be a smooth (n-k)-cycle in M. Then (n[M])-l[A] is represented by the
k-cocycle which assigns to every k-chain B which intersects A transversely the
intersection number L 8(p; A, B). Here 8(p; A, B) = ± 1 is the oriented interpEA#B

section number at p and the sum is over the set A # B of transverse intersections of
A with B. (Of course these intersections are counted with multiplicity. That is, if
m

I

L

L

Pi' where Cli:iJn-k~M and Pi:iJk~M are singular simplices,
i=l
j=l
then A #B really consists of pairs (p,q)E L1 k X iJ n- k with Cllp)=Pj(q) for some i,j.
We will usually avoid this technicality by assuming that the intersections A #B are
transverse double points: then (p, q) is uniquely determined by Cli(p) = pj(q).)
Moreover, although this formula is only defined on transverse k-chains B,
(n[M])-l[A] is uniquely determined. Since it is a cocycle, its value on a singular
simplex p: iJk~ M is the same as on any P' homotopic to P rel8p, and thus we may
replace each k-simplex by one which is transverse to A. For further detail, see Dold
A=

Cl b B=

[5].
This construction works equally well with coefficients in a flat vector bundle;
for more details consult Cohen [4]. The map n[M]: Hk(M; ~)~Hn-k(M; ~) is an
m

isomorphism. If A =

L
i= 1

(Ji®a i is a ~-valued (n - k)-cycle, then (n[M]) - l[A] is the

~-valued k-cocycle which assigns to each k-simplex r: iJk~M which is transverse
to the (Ji the flat section of r*~ given by
m

L

L

8(P; ai' r)r*a i •

i=lpEO'i#t

In a similar vein, cup product has a geometric interpretation in terms of
intersection. If A is an k-cycle and B is an (n - k)-cycle transverse to A then the
Poincare dual of the cup product of the cocycles Poincare dual to [A] and [B] is
given by the intersection pairing A . B of A and N, i.e.
((n[M])-l[A]u(n[M])-l[B])n[M] = A· B =

L
pEA#B

8(P; A, B) E Ha(M; 'lL) ~'lL
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A similar formula holds for cycles with coefficients in flat vector bundles. Namely,
let ~ l' ~ 2' ~ 3 be flat vector bundles over M and ~: ~ I X ~ 2~ ~ 3 a pairing. Let
m

I

L

(J/i?Jai be a

A·B=

~l-valued

L

Tj®b j a ~2-valued (n-k)-cycle.
i=l
j=l
Then the cup-product of the Poincare duals of [A] and [B] is Poincare dual to the
intersection

A=

I

m

i= I

j= I

L L

k-cycle and B=

L

e(p;(Ji,rj)~(ai(p),bj(p))EHo(M;~3)'

PECTi#tj

In the cases of interest here,
Ho(M; JR)=lR..

~3

is the trivial JR-bundle M x JR so A· B lies in

2.3. In this paper we will be exclusively interested in the case when S is a surface
(n = 2). Let ~ be a flat vector bundle over S. Suppose a: Sl ~S is an oriented closed
smooth curve in S. Generically a is an immersion whose only self-intersections are
transverse double points. For every simple point p of a (i.e. P E a(SI) and rx - l(p) is a
single point) there is an element ap of the fundamental group nl(S; p). (We will
often confuse a parametrized curve a with its image a(SI) in S, and often write p E rx;
the meaning shall be clear from the context.)
Let pEa be a simple point and let Q:nl(S;p)~GL(V) be a holonomy
representation (where V denotes the fibre of ~ above p). A flat section over a then
corresponds to a vector v E V which is fixed under Q(a p ). In particular we obtain a
cycle on S with coefficients in ~, which we denote by a®v. (Here we have identified
fixed vectors of heap) in V with flat sections of a*~.)
Now we pair two such cycles. Suppose that ~, t1 are two flat vector bundles over
S and ~ is a pairing of vector bundles ~ x 1J ~ JR. Let a, f3 be two oriented smooth
closed curves. We say that a and f3 intersect transversely in double points if the maps
SI ~S representing a and f3 are transverse and for each PES, a- l (p)nf3- l(p) has at
most two elements. In that case each pEa f3 is a simple point of a and of f3 so we
obtain well-defined elements ap, f3p E nl(S; p). Let ~(p) and t1(P) denote the fibres
over p of ~ and 1J respectively, and choose holonomy representations

*

h~(P): nl(S; p)~GL(~(p)),

h,,(p): nl(S;

p)~GL(1J(p))

and t1 respectively. For any flat section s (resp. s,,) of a*~ (resp. f3*1J), let
(resp. v,,(p) E 1J(p)) be the corresponding fixed vectors. Then the
intersection product of the two cycles a®s~, f3®s" with respect to the coefficient
pairing ~ is given by

for

~

v~(P) E ~(p)

Finally we mention that cycles of the form aQ9v have a simple description in
group homology. Recall that in group homology the group of I-chains C I (n; V) of
a group n with values in a n-module V is 7Ln
V where 7Ln is the integral group

®
z

ring of n. The O-chain group Co(rc; V) equals V The boundary operator
a: C 1(n; V)~Co(rc, V) associates to a "l7.-valued I-simplex" a®v (where a E n,
v E V) the element v - av of V = Co(n, V). Clearly a®v is itself a cycle if and only if
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av = V, and this I-cycle in Z I(n; V) corresponds to the geometrically defined class
in HI(S;~) where n=nI(S) and ~ is the flat vector bundle associated to the
n-module v: For a discussion of higher-dimensional cycles of this type, with
applications to deformations of hyperbolic structures, see Johnson-Millson [12].

§ 3. The product formula
3.1. For the remainder of this paper we fix the following notation. S is a closed
oriented surface of genus g> 1 and S~ S is a universal covering space. Let n
denote the group of deck transformations of S. If a is an oriented closed curve on S
and pES is a simple point of a, let ap denote the unique element of n I(S; p)
determined by a. Let G denote a Lie group with Lie algebra 9 and we fix a
orthogonal structure ~ : 9 x g~ IR. If ¢J E Hom(n, G) we denote its equivalence class
in Hom(n, G)jG by [¢J]. Let gAd</> denote the n-module 9 when n-action is given
by the composition n~ GA!4 Aut(g). We also denote by gAd<b the corresponding
flat vector bundle over S. We denote the dual of gAd</> by gAd</>o Note that ~
determines an isomorphism ~ : gAd</> ~gAd</> of n-modules. Finally, if
[¢J] E Hom(n, G)jG and PES, we will systematically abuse notation and write
¢J: n I (S; p)~G although there will usually be no canonical choice of isomorphism
of niCS; p) with n.
3.2. A symplectic structure on a manifold is a closed nondegenerate exterior
2-form. In [7] it is shown that an orthogonal structure ~ on G determines a natural
symplectic structure on Hom(n, G)jG. (Although Hom(n, G)jG rarely is a
manifold, it is real analytically stratified by symplectic manifolds; see [7] and [8]
for further details.)
We briefly recall the construction from [7]. The Zariski tangent space to
Hom(n, G) at ¢J is the space ZI(n; gAd</» of l-cocycles of n with values in gAd</>o To see
this we consider a real analytic path ¢Jt in Hom( n, G) starting at ¢Jo = ¢J and write
¢Jt(x)=exp(tu(x)+O(t 2 ))¢J(x). The defining equations for Hom(n, G) in the form
¢Jt(xy)=¢JtCx)¢Jt(Y) imply that the "first variation" u: n~g is a 1-cocycle, i.e. u(xy)
= u(x) + Ad¢J(x)u(y). Moreover the tangent space to the G-orbit of ¢J is the space of
1-coboundaries: let gt = exp(tu o + 0(t 2 )) be a path in G starting at 1; then the first
variation of the path ¢Jt defined by ¢JtCx) = gt¢J(x)gt- I equals u(x) = Uo - Ad¢J(x)u o
which, as a 1-cochain n~g is the coboundary of the O-cochain U o E g. Thus
1£</>]Hom(n, G)jG=HI(n; gAd</»' which we identify by a canonical isomorphism,
with HI(S; gAd</».
The cup-product in S and the coefficient pairing m: gAd</> x gAd</>~IR combine
to produce a pairing w(¢J): HI(S; gAd</» X HI(S; gAd</»~H2(S;IR)~IR. Explicitly if
a, bE HI(S; gAd</»' then we write w</>(a, b) = m*(aub)n[S] E IR. In [7] it is proved
that w(¢J) is a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on HI(n; gAd</».
Furthermore it is proved there that w defines a closed exterior 2-form, hence a
symplectic structure, on Hom(n, G)jG.
3.3. We briefly review the formalism of Hamiltonian mechanics and symplectic
geometry. For further information, the reader is referred to the books of AbrahamMarsden [1], Arnold [2], and Weinstein [17].
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Let (X, w) be a symplectic manifold, i.e. X is a smooth manifold and OJ is a
symplectic structure on X. Let OJ: TX ~ T* X be the isomorphism of the tangent
and cotangent bundles determined by w. If tp E COO(X) is a smooth function, its
exterior derivative dtp is a I-form and w-1 dtp is a vector field we denote by Htp.
The vector field Htp is the symplectic analogue of the gradient of tp with respect
to a Riemannian metric. We call Htp a Hamiltonian vector field, the flow it
generates a Hamiltonian flow and tp the potential.
The following elementary facts are well known:
0

Proposition. (i) The Lie derivative of OJ with respect to a Hamiltonian vector field is
zero, i.e. a Hamiltonian flow preserves w.
(ii) If tp1' tp2 E COO(X), then the symplectic product OJ(Htp1' Htp2) equals either
of the directional derivatives (Htp1)tp2 = - (Htp2)tp1. (This function is the Poisson
bracket of tp1' tp2 and is denoted {tpl' tp2}·)
(iii) Under Poisson bracket, the space COO(M) of smooth functions on M
becomes a Lie algebra COO(M; OJ). Moreover H is a Lie algebra homomorphism from
COO(M ; OJ) into the Lie algebra o.f vector fields on M with Lie bracket. Finally, the
adjoint representation ad: COO(M; OJ)~ DerCOO(M), defined by ad tp : f~ {tp, f} is a
Lie algebra homomorphism from COO(M; OJ) to the Lie algebra of derivations of the
commutative ring COO(M) under multiplication, i.e. {tpl' tp2tp3} = {tpl' tp2}tp3 + {tp1'
tp3}tp2 for tpl' tp2' tp3 E COO(M; OJ).
3.4. We are interested in a certain family offunctions on the symplectic "manifold"
(Hom(n, G)/G, OJ). Namely let Cl En and f: G~lR an invariant function on G.
Consider the function fa: Hom(n, G)~lR defined by rP~ f(rP(a)). Since f is
invariant, fa is G-invariant and defines a function Hom(n, G)/G~lR, also denoted
fa. A further consequence of invariance of f is that fa depends only on the
conjugacy class of a in n. Thus we may take any oriented closed curve a in Sand
define fa since the set n of conjugacy classes in n equals the set of free homotopy
classes of oriented closed curves in S. Let f': G~lR be another invariant function
and let F, F / : G~9 be the variation functions constructed in § 1.
3.5 Theorem. Let a, {3 be two oriented closed curves which are immersions with
transverse double points. Then the Poisson bracket {fa' f:} equals the function
Hom(n, G)/G~lR defined by

Note that in this expression we have to choose, for each pEa #: {3, a
representative rP: n 1(S; p)~G for [rP]. However, since F and F' are Ad-equivariant
and 58 is Ad-invariant, each summand is independent of these particular choices.
3.6 Corollary. If

Cl

and {3 are disjoint then fa and fi Poisson-commute.

The proof of 3.5 uses an explicit cycle Poincare dual to the Hamiltonian of fa.
The Hamiltonian vector field Hfa assigns to [rP] an element of the tangent space
1[c/J]Hom(n,G)/G=H 1 (n,9Adc/J). We denote this element of H 1 (n;9Adc/J)
=H 1 (S; 9Adc/J) by Hfa(l/J)· (We shall often identify H*(n; 9Adc/» and H*(S; 9Adc/J)' etc.
without explicit mention of the canonical isomorphisms.) Although it seems
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complicated to express Hfa(¢J) by an explicit cocycle in Z1(n; gAd</» it is much
simpler to find a cycle representing the Poincare dual homology class Hfa(¢J)
n [S] E H 1 (S; gAd </».
3.7 Proposition. Choose representatives ¢J: n 1(S; p)~G for [¢J] and apE n 1(S; p) for
a. Then the Poincare duality isomorphism n[S] : Hi(S; gAd</»~H 1(S; gAd</» carries
Hfa(¢J) E H 1 (S; gAdcP) to the homology class of the cycle a(g)F(¢J(a p)) on S with
coefficient in gAd cPo
Note that since Ad¢J(ap)F(¢J(a p)) = F(¢J(rJ. p)), the chain a(g)F(¢J(a p)) is a cycle as
claimed. We emphasize, however, that in order to write down the cycle, we have
had to choose representatives ¢J and rJ. p.
Proof of 3.5 assuming 3.7. By 3.7 Hfa(¢J)n[S] = [rJ.®F(¢J(rJ. p))] and Hfi(<p)n[S]
= [f3(g)F'(¢J(f3p))] for each pEa f3. By the duality between cup-product and
intersection pairing, as in 2.2,

*

{fa' fi} = w(Hfa' HfaJ = ~*(Hfa(¢J)uHfi(<p))n[S]
= ~*((Hfa(¢J)n[S]) . (Hfp(¢J)n[S])
= ~*([a(g)F(¢J(ap))] . [p(g)F'(¢J(P p))])·

By (2.3) this last quantity equals

proving 3.5.

Q.E.D.

Proof of 3.7. We first compute the differential of fa: Hom(n, G)jG~lR. For
[¢J] E Hom(n, G)/G, dfa(¢J) E 1[:lHom(n, G)jG == H 1 (n; gAdcP)*' Thus suppose that
uEZ 1(n;gAdeb) is a cocycle representing [u]EH 1 (n;gAd</»; we compute the
effect of dfa(¢J) on [u]. Now U is tangent to a path ¢Jt in Hom(n, G) in the sense that
¢Jt(x) =exp(tu(x) + O(t 2 ))¢J(x). Now
dfa(¢J):

[u]~ :tlt=o f(¢JrCrt. p»

dl t=/((exptu(rt. p) + O(t 2 »¢J(rt.p = F(¢J(rt.p»(u(rt.p»)
~
= dt

»

= ~(F(¢J(ap)), u(a p)) .

Let t~: H 1 (n; g*)*~Hl(n; g)* be the transpose of the isomorphism H 1 (n; g)
~H1(n; g*) effected by the coefficient isomorphism ~: g~g*. (We shall henceforth drop the subscript Ad¢J from gAd</> and gAd</> as the context will be clear.) Let
1J:Hl(n; g)~Hl(n; g*)* be the map arising from the cap product pairing
Hl(n;g*)xHl(n;g)~Ho(n;lR)=lR. (On the chain level, this is the canonical
pairing of g-valued chains with g*-valued cochains.) Since dfa(¢J) takes a
cohomology class [u] E H 1 (n; g*) to ~(F(¢J(ap)), u(rJ. p)), we have e~)-l.(dfa(¢J))

w.
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= 11(ex p®F(¢J(ex p))). Let O:Hl(n;g)~Hl(n;g*)* be the map arising from the
pairing
u

n[1t]

H 1 (n; g) x H 1(n; g*)~ H 2 (n; lR)~ Ho(n; lR)=lR
where En] denotes the fundamental class in H 2 (n; R.).
3.8. Lemma. The diagram

is commutative.
Proof The lower left triangle is commutative by the definition of w. The
commutativity of the upper right triangle arises from the "associative law" relating
cup and cap products. Namely, let XEH 1(n;g*), YEH 1(n;g). Then
O(Y): Xt---+(Xu Y)n[n] and ,,(Y n[n]): XHX n(Y n[n]). Since (Xu Y)n[n] =X
(l(Y n[n]), the diagram commutes. Q.E.D.
~
Now we finish the proof of 3.7. For

ex®F(¢J(ex p»

=

11- 1 em)-1(dfa(¢J»
0

= (w -1(dfa(¢J»)n[n] =

Hfa(¢J)n[n] .

The proof of 3.7 is now complete.

3.9. The Cosine formula
As our first application of Theorem 3.5 we prove the following basic formula due to
Wolpert [18], [20].
Theorem. Let (ts denote the TeichmiUler space of S. For each closed curve ex in S, let
lex : <rs~ R. be the function which assigns to mE (ts the length of the unique geodesic
ex(m) homotopic to ex on the hyperbolic surface Sm corresponding to m. Then, in the
Weil-Petersson symplectic structure,

where Op is the counterclockwise angle from ex(m) to f3(m) at p. (Since ex(m) and {J(m)
are uniquely determined by ex, 13, and m, the right-hand side is a well-defined function
on [s.)
Proof Let G = SL(2, R.). Then <rs may be defined as one of the connected
components of Hom(n, G)/G consisting of [¢J] for which ¢J(ex) is hyperbolic for all
rx =t= 1 in n. Then the geodesic length function la is a smooth function on
{[¢J] E Hom(n, G)/G: ¢J(ex) E Hyp} (and hence on (ts) which is constructed from the
invariant function I: Hyp~R. discussed in 1.13. The Weil-Petersson Kahler form
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on (£s is the restriction of the symplectic structure on Hom(n, G)/G determined by
( -1/8) times the Killing form on 9 = gl(2, lR), i.e. ( -1/2) times the trace form ~
of the standard representation on lR 2. Thus 3.5 applies and we have

{la' lp} = -1/2

L

E(p; a, fJ)m(L(¢J(a p)), L(¢J(fJp))).

pEa#:p

Thus it remains to identify -1/2E(p; a, fJ)'13(L(¢J(a v))' L(¢J(fJ v ))) as cosO".
Let A, B E Hyp be hyperbolic elements of G = SL(2, lR). Then by 1.13 L(A) is the
unique element of 9 such that A=exptL(A) for t>O and m(L(A), L(A))=!;
similarly for L(B). Let a (resp. b) be the unique oriented geodesic invariant under A
(resp. B) so that A (resp. B) moves points in the forward direction. Suppose that a
and b intersect at p; let 0 be the counterclockwise angle from a to b at p. It suffices to
prove:
(3.10)
cosO= -1/2E(p; a,b)m(L(A),L(B)).
First we note that by changing A to A - 1 the orientation of a changes and both
E(p; a, fJ) and L(A) are replaced by their negatives; similarly for B. Thus both sides
of (3.10) depend only on the unoriented geodesics a and b. Now L(A) is conjugate
to the matrix

=

G _~)

and thus L(A) has determinant -1. Writing L(A)

(~ ~). we note that it acts on the upper half plane as an orientation-reversing

isometry z~(pz + q)/(rz + s). Furthermore since L(A) has trace zero, it acts by
reflection about a. Similarly L(B) acts by reflection in b. Their product
(L(A)) (L(B)) acts by rotation about p through angle 20. Since det(L(A))
Hence
m(L(A), L(B))=trL(A) L(B)
(L(B)) = 1, tr(L(A)) (L(B)) = ±2cosO.
= ±2cosO.
It remains to check the sign. Both sides of(3.10) are continuous functions in the
open subset W of Hyp x Hyp consisting of (A, B) such that their invariant axes
cross. Thus it suffices to check (3.10) for a single example in each component of W
Now W has two components, detected by E(p; a, b); changing (A, B) to (A -1, B)
interchanges the two components. Thus it suffices to check the sign in (3.10) for a
single (A, B) E W; this calculation is straightforward, uninspiring and
omitted. Q.E.D.

3.11. Remark. By reversing the proofs of 3.7 and 3.9 one sees that the cosine
formula is actually equivalent to the description (originally due to Shimura) of the
Weil-Petersson Kahler form on Teichmiiller space in terms of the cup-product,
fundamental cycle, and Killing form, as in Goldman [7J, §2. Thus the following
circle of ideas is now complete:

~{SymPlectic structure}

/' ~/

//'

on Hom(n, G)jG

Shimura
isomorphism

//
///

/1
Wolpert's cosine}<:
{Weil-petersson Kahler form}
{
formula
~~--------on Teichmiiller space
Wolpert [18], [20]
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3.12. Lie algebras of trace functions
Although the cosine formula 3.9 expresses a beautiful relationship between the
Riemannian geometry of a hyperbolic surface and the symplectic geometry of
Teichmiiller space, its usefulness for the more general space Hom(n, G)/G is limited
since the geodesic length functions, etc. are only defined on Teichmuller space.
Hence we are led to consider variants of these functions which come from globally
defined invariant functions on G and hence are globally defined on Hom(n, G)/G.
We shall compute Poisson brackets of certain functions fa for some of the most
natural invariant functions f on all of the classical Lie groups. Namely we shall
consider the "standard" representation G--+GL(n, JR.) (i.e. the representation by
which G is defined) and take for f and ~ the character and the trace form of this
representation. When G is defined as a subgroup ofGL(n, <C), then we compose the
standard representation of G in GL(n, <C) with the standard representation
GL(n, <C) CGL(2n, JR.); alternatively we may work in GL(n, <C) and take f (resp. ~)
to be twice the real part of the character (resp. the trace form) of the standard
representation GCGL(n, <C), i.e. f(A) = 2Re tr A for A E GCGL(n, <C), and ~(X, Y)
= 2Re tr XY for X, Y E 9 C g(n, <C). For the standard representations of the classical
groups and their characters and trace forms, we refer to 1.6-1.12.
In what follows (f., and {3 are closed curves on S which are in general position, i.e.
r:J. and {3 are immersions and which intersect each other in transverse double points
(we do not require that they intersect minimally. Thus each p E r:J. # {3 is a simple
point of r:J. and of {3; thus r:J. and {3 determine well-defined elements Cl p and {3p,
respectively, of 1rl (8; p).

m,

3.13. Theorem. Let G=GL(n,JR.), GL(n,<C) or GL(n,lH). Let f,
3.12. Then the Poisson bracket of fex and fp is given by the formula

where r:J. p{3p denotes the product in

1r 1(8;

(f."

{3 be as in

p) of the elements r:J. p, {3p E 1rl (8; p).

Proof To avoid repetition we consider all three cases G=GL(n,lR), GL(n,<C),
GL(n,H) simultaneously. Write k= 1 in case G=GL(n,lR); otherwise let k=2.
Then in the standard representations by complex matrices (see 1.6-1.7) we have
f(A) = k Re tr A and ~(X, Y) = k Re tr Xl": By 1.5-1.7 the variation map F: G--+g of
f with respect to ~ is the natural inclusion of invertible n x n real (resp. complex,
quaternionic) matrices. The product formula 3.5 imples that the Poisson bracket
{fa' fp} is the function on Hom(n, G)/G given by

as claimed.

Q.E.D.
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3.14. Theorem. Let G be one of the groups O(p, q), O(n, <C), O(n, lH), V(p, q),
Sp(n, lR), Sp(p, q) and let f, ~, ('I., f3 be as in 3.12. Then
{fa.~ fp} =

t

L
PEcx#fJ

r.(p; ('I., f3) (fcxpp p- fcxpp p 1) .

Remark. This formula is due to Wolpert [20] for the case of Teichmiiller space (£:s
c Hom(n, G)jG, G = SL(2, lR).
Proof Write k = 1 for G = O(p, q) and Sp(n, lR); k == 2 for all the other groups. We
claim that if A E G, then f(A) = f(A - 1). If G is an orthogonal or a symplectic
group, this follows from the fact that A and A - 1 have the same eigenvalues. While
this is no longer true for G == V(p, q), the eigenvalues of A - 1 are the conjugates of
those of A. Since f(A) == 2 Re tr A, the claim follows for G == V(p, q) as well.
By 1.9, the variation map F: G~g is given by F(A) ==t(A - A -1). If A, BEG,
then
~(F(A), F(B)) == (kj4) Re tr(A - A-I) (B - B- 1)
==(kj4) Re tr(AB+ A -1 B- l

-

A -1 B - AB- 1 )

==(f(AB)+ f(A -1 B- 1 ) - f(A -1 B)- f(AB- l ))j4
==t(f(AB)- f(AB-

l

)).

Now substitute A == iP«('I.p), B == iP(f3p) and apply 3.5.
3.15. Theorem. Let G == SL(n, IR), f,

{fcx' fp} ==

L

~,

('I., f3 as above. Then

e(p; ('I., f3)

PEa.#P

Proof By 1.8, the variation map F:
~(F(A), F(B))

Q.E.D.

G~g

(fapp p- !n fJp) .

is F(A) == A - (tr A)jnI. If A, BEG, then

== tr«A - (tr A)jnI) (B - (tr B)jnI))
== tr(AB - (tr A)jnB - (tr B)jnA + (tr A) (tr B)jn 2 I)
== tr AB -(tr A tr B)jn == f(AB) - f(A)f(B)jn.

Now substitute A == iP«('I.p), B == iP(f3p) and apply 3.5.

Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) The same formula holds for
G == UL(n, <C) == {A

E

GL(n, <C): IdetAI == I}

and

G == UL(n, If) == UL(2n, <C)nGL(n, II).
The proof is identical.
(2) The formula in 3.15 differs from the formulas in 3.13 and 3.14 in an
important respect. 3.13 and 3.14 express a Poisson bracket of trace functions fa. as a
linear combination of trace functions. On the other hand, 3.15 expresses the
Poisson bracket of trace functions as a nonlinear polynomial in trace functions.
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When n = 2, trace identities in SL(2, lR) reduce 3.15 to 3.14 (e.g., when
G = Sp(l, lR)); for n > 2 it seems impossible to write 3.15 as a linear combination of
traces. This complication can be traced to the fact that for n > 2, the determinant
map det: GL(n, lR)-+lR* has degree> 2. (All of the groups in 3.13 are defined by
linear equations in some GL(m, JR.) and all of the groups in 3.14 are defined by
quadratic equations.) This leads to mild complications in the abstract Lie algebra
theory developed in §4.
3.16. Now we discuss the groups SL(n, <C), SL(n, II) and SU(p, q). Taking f(A)
= 2 Re tr A, ~(X, Y) = 2 Re tr Xl: as usual, we find, unfortunately, that the Poisson
bracket of trace functions frx cannot be expressed solely in terms of frx's alone.
Rather we must introduce auxiliary functions h derived from the invariant
function
G-+ lR defined by leA) = 21m tr A.

I:

Theorem. Let G=SL(n,<C) or SL(n,II), f,

I,

~,

'Yv,

13 as above. Then

1
e(p;a,f3)(hppp+ 2 (la./P-iIXip))
n
1
{frx,/P} = L e(p; 'Yv, 13) (h ppp- 2 (fIX/P+ la.ip))
PErx#P
n

{frx,fp}=

{la.,/P}=

L

PErx#P

L

PErx#P

e(p;'Yv,f3)(-hpPP+21 (fJp-la./P)).
n

Proof By 1.11, the variation F of I satisfies F(A) = - iF(A), where F(A) = A
- (tr A)/nI by 1.8. If A, BEG, then
~(F(A), F(B))

= 2 Re tr(A - (tr A)/nI) (B - (tr B)/nI)
= f(AB) - 2 Re(tr A tr B)/n

= f(AB)-(f(A)f(B)-I(A)f(B))/2n.
Similarly
~(F(A), F(B)) = I(AB) - (f(A) I(B) + leA) f(B))/2n

and
~(F(A),F(B))= - f(AB)+(j(A)f(B)-I(A)f(B))/2n.

Substitute A=¢J('Yvp ) and B-¢J(Pp ) and apply 3.5.

Q.E.D.

3.17. Theorem. Let G=SU(p,q) with p+q=n, and let f,J,~,

'Yv,

13 be as in 3.16.

Then
{frx' fp}

=1 PErx#P
L e(p; 'Yv, 13) (hppp -

{frx,/P}=1
{la., /p}

L

PErx#{J

e(p;

'Yv,

13) (hppp -lxpppl)

=1 L e(p; 'Yv, 13) (hpp p
PErx#P

hppp 1 + (1/2n)la./p)

1-

hppp- (1 /2n) la./P) .
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Proof By 1.10, F(A)=(A-A- 1 )/2-«i/n)lmtrA)I. Thus
F(A)F(B) = (A - A - 1) (B - B- 1 )/4 - (i/2n) «1m tr A)
. (B - B- 1 ) +(Im tr B) (A - A -1)) - (l/n 2)

. (1m tr A(lm tr B)I) .
Applying the identity - i tr(A - A - 1) = 21m tr A we compute
tr F(A)F(B) = tr(A - A -1) (B - B- 1 )/4+ (2/n) (1m tr A) (1m tr B)
- (l/n) (1m tr A) (1m tr B).
Thus
~(F(A), F(B)) = (f(AB) - f(AB- 1 ))/2 + leA) !(B)/2n;
~(F(A), F(B)) = (I(AB) -1(AB- 1 ))/2;

~(F(A), F(B)) =

Now substitute and apply 3.5.

- ~(F(A), F(B)) .

Q.E.D.

§ 4. Hamiltonian twist flows
4.1. When a is a simple closed curve, then the Hamiltonian flows generated by a
function fa: Hom(n, G)/G~lR associated to an invariant function f: G~lR has a
very neat explicit description. In particular there is a natural family of vector fields
fifa on Hom(n, G) covering the Hamiltonian vector field Hfa on Hom(n, G)/G. The
description of these vector fields and the flows they generate generalize the
Fenchel-Nielsen twist flows on Teichmiiller space.
To motivate the definition of these "generalized twist flows" we briefly recall
the Fenchel-Nielsen flows on Teichmiiller space, referring to Wolpert [18] and
Kerckhoff [13] for further details. The Teichmiiller space (£s of S is defined as the
set of equivalence classes of pairs (M, f) where !v! is a hyperbolic surface and
f: S~M is a homotopy equivalence; (M, f) and (M', f') are equivalent if there is
an isometry h: M ~M' such that h f;;;.f'. For every nontrivial homotopy class rx
of simple closed geodesics on S and for every point m in [8' there is a unique simple
closed geodesic a(m) on M m in the homotopy class (fm)*a.
0

Definition. Let S by a surface and rx c S a simple closed curve. S split along a is the
surface-with-boundary S Ia for which there exists a quotient map j : S Ia~S which
maps int(S Irx) homeomorphically onto S - rx and identifies the two components rx +,
rx _ of o(S Ia) to a.
The Fenchel-Nielsen twist flow about a is defined as follows. For any point
mE (£8 we will describe its image met) under the time t map of the flow. Let (M m' 1m)
represent mE(f;s and let (Mla)m denote the split surface Mmlrx(m). There is a
canonical isometry ia:a+(m)~rx_(m) between the two components of o(Mlex)m.
Since a+(m) and a_em) are geodesics, there is a whole one-parameter family of
isometries ()t±: a±(m)~a+(m), tElR, ia(O)=id, which is uniquely determined by
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the requirement that each f)t± X is a positively oriented unit speed path on ex±(m).
Let Mm(t) denote the hyperbolic surface which is (M I ex)m with ex+(m) and ex_em)
identified via i a f)t+. To define the flow line met) in (ts, it suffices to define
homotopy-equivalences S~Mm(t). This can be accomplished as follows. For each
oriented curve y in M mwhich is transverse to ex(m), there is a split curve y Iex in
(M Iex)m which projects to y under the quotient map. y Iex is a disjoint union of
oriented intervals whose endpoints lie on ex + and ex _. We shall modify y Iex by
inserting arcs to obtain a union of intervals (y Iex)t on (M Iex)m which projects to a
closed curve on Mm(t). For each component of ylex whose terminal endpoint is
x E cx±(m), insert the arc SHf)~st(X), O~s~ 1. The resulting curve on (Mlex)m now
covers a closed curve Yt on M m(t). Moreover the map y ~ Yt induces an isomorphism
nl(Mm)~nl(Mm(t»)' hence a homotopy-equivalence ht : Mm~Mm(t). Thus we
obtain a well-defined point met) in ~s represented by (M m, ht f).
There is a canonical map ~s~Hom(n,G)/G, G==PSL(2, lR), defined as follows.
Suppose m E ~s is represented by (M, f), then f* maps n == n l (8) isomorphically
onto n l (M) which is a discrete subgroup of G. Changing representatives (M, f)
only changes the inclusion n l (M) C G by an inner automorphism of G. It is known
(see e.g. [7], [15]) that the resulting map (ts~ Hom(n, G)jG is a homeomorphism of
~s onto a connected component of Hom(n, G)jG.
The deformation met) is "concentrated" at ex; since (M Iex)m ~ (M Iex)m(t), the
only objects in M which geometrically change in Mm(t) are those which intersect
ex. Let C be a component of Slcx; since cx is nontrivial in n, the natural map n I (C)
~nl (S) is injective. Since the split surfaces (M Iex)m(t) remain isometric the
restriction to nl(C) of the corresponding path in Hom(n, G)jG is constant. This
motivates the following general definition:
0

0

4.2. Definition. A generalized twist flow about ex is a flow {l1t}tElR on Hom(n, G) such
that for each rP E Hom(n, G), the deformation I1ttP restricts to a trivial deformation
n 1(C) ~ G for each component C of S Icx, i.e. there exists a path gt == gtC C) in G such
that t1trP(y)==gtrP(y)gt- l for yEnl(C)cn. If {l1t}tElR is a generalized twist flow on
Hom (n, G), then the tangent vector field dd I I1t will be called a generalized twist
t t=O
field (about cx) on Hom(n, G). It is easy to see that a vector field ~ on Hom(n, G) is a
generalized twist field about cx if and only if for each component C of S Iex, the
restriction of ~(rP)E Tc/>Hom(n,G)==Zl(n; gAdc/» to nl(C) is a coboundary, i.e. for
each C, there exists AcEg such that ~(rP)(Y)=Ac-Adt/J(y)Acfor yEnl(C).
4.3. Theorem. Let cx C S be a simple loop and f : G~ lR an invariant function. There
exists a generalized twist flow {Et}tElR about cx on Hom(n, G) which covers the
Hamiltonian flow on Hom(n, G)jG associated to fa: Hom(n, G)jG~lR.

It will be convenient to normalize these flows as follows. If CX is nonseparating,
(S ICX is connected) then by applying an inner automorphism, we may assume that a
generalized twist flow about rx is constant on the subgroup n l (Slrx)Cn I (S), i.e.
EtrP(Y) =¢J(y) for all y E n 1 (Slrx). In case rx is separating (Slex has two components)
then we normalize EtrP by requiring it be constant on the fundamental group of one
component of S Icx.
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Theorem 4.3 will be proved constructively: we shall give an explicit twist field
covering Hfa: Thus we shall prove a statement which is stronger than 4.3. Hence we
will split the discussion into two cases, depending on whether a is separating or
not.
4.4. The twist flow associated to a separating loop

Let rJ. C S be a separating simple loop. Then S IrJ. is a disjoint union S 1 uS 2 where
genus(8 1) + genus(S 2) = genus(S). Accordingly the fundamental group n of S is a
free product of its subgroups n 1(S1) and n 1(S2) amalgamated over the cyclic
subgroup generated by a.
Suppose that {E't}telR is any generalized twist flow about a on Hom(n, G),
normalized so that E't¢J('y)=¢J(y) for YEn 1(S1). Then since 5 t¢J is a trivial
deformation when restricted to n 1(S2)' there exists a path {(t(¢J)}telR in G such that
B t ¢J(y)=(tC¢J)¢J(Y)(t(f/J)-1 for YEn 1(S2). Since rJ.En 1S 1nn 1S 2, ¢J(rJ.) = Et¢J(rJ.)
= (t(¢J)f/J(a)(t(f/J) -1 whence (if/J) is a path in the centralizer Z(¢J(a)) of ¢J(rJ.) in G.
Conversely, given any such path (t(¢J), the conditions
(4.4)

~

::'tr/J:y~

{¢J(y)
(M)r/J(yKl</J)-t

if Y E n 1 (8 1)
if YE1t t(S2)

uniquely determine a family of homomorphism Et¢J E Hom(n, G).

4.5 Theorem. Let a be a separating simple loop and let S l' S 2 be the components of
SIrJ.. For each f/JEHom(n, G), tElR, let (tCf/J)=exptF(¢J(rJ.)) where F:G~g is the
variation function discussed in § 1. Then the flow {5 t}telR defined by (4.4) is a flow on
Hom(n, G) which covers the Hamiltonian flow on Hom(n, G)jG associated to fa.
4.6. The twist flow associated to a nonseparating loop

Let rJ. C 8 be a nonseparating simple loop. Then there exists another simple loop fJ
which intersects a one transversely with positive intersection number. Then n 1 (8)
is generated by the subgroup n l (8Ia) and fJ with the relation fJa+fJ- 1rJ._ = 1, i.e.
n l (8) is an HNN extension of n l (S IrJ.) where the elements rJ.+, (rJ._) -1 of n l (8 Ia) are
made conjugate. We may assume that the image of rJ.+ under nl(81rJ.)~nl(8)is rJ..
Suppose that {5't}telR is any generalized twist flow on Hom(n, G) about a,
normalized so that Etf/J(y) = f/J(y) for y E n 1(8 Ia). Writing Et¢J(fJ) = f/J(fJ)(tC¢J), we find
that

whence (t(¢J) is a path in Z(f/J(rJ.)). Conversely if (If/J) is such a path,
(4.6)

';; ¢J. {YH¢J(Y) if Y E n 1(Sla)
k.Jt . fJH¢>(fJ)(t(¢»

defines a family of homomorphisms n~G.
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4.7. Theorem. Let rt be a nonseparating simple loop on 8 and f3 as above. For each
r/J EHom(n, G) let 't(r/J) =exptF(r/J(rt»). Then the flow defined by (4.6) is a generalized
twist flow on Hom(n, G) which covers the Hamiltonian flow on Hom(n, G)/G
associated to fa.
Proof of 4.5. Let Fa(r/J) = F(r/J(rt». Let edenote the generalized twist field tangent to
{E't}tElR; for iP E Hom(n, G), the cocycle ~r/J E ZI(n; 9Ad4» is defined by

We shall prove [~r/J] = Bfa by showing they have the some Poincare dual. Thus by
2.2 and 3.7 it suffices to show that for any cycle Z EZ I (8; 9Ad4»' the cap-product
[~r/J](l[z] equals the intersection product (rt®Fa(r/J))· z. Since ~r/J is a cocycle we
may replace z by a homologous cycle which is better adapted to rt. For example we
may assume z is a sum of l-simplices YQ9c where each y:[O,l]~8 has y(O)=y(l)
= Po E rt and y descends to an immersion y: 8 1 = [0, 1]/0 ~ 1-+8 which intersects rt
transversely in double points. Order the double points as they are encountered
along y: rt Y = {P1' ... , PZk+ 1} where PI = yeO), y-l(pJ < Y- l(Pi+ 1)' PZk+ 1 = y(I)
= PI' etc. Since y is transverse to rt, it is split into segments YI, ... , YZk satisfying 8Y1
= {Pi' Pi+l}, YZi+l C8 1' YZi C8 Z' for example. Furthermore the intersection
numbers 8i =e(pi; y, rt) alternate ± 1, i.e. 8 i =( _l)i+ 181 ,
N ow choose subarcs rt i of rt which run from PI to Pi; for i = 1, 2k + 1, let rt i be the
constant path Pl' Let Yi be the loop li-i * Yi * li-i-+\ based at Pl' Then

*

Here YZi+l En l (8 1) and YZiEnl(SZ)' Accordingly we can decompose the flat
section over Y which equals c at PI as (with our customary abuse of notation)

Zk

YQ9c=

L Yi®C i

i= 1

with Ci = Adr/J«Yl'" Yi) -l)C the parallel transport of c over the arc of Y from P1 to Pi'
Then evaluating the 1-cocycle e¢J on the i-chain Y®c we obtain
~r/Jn(y®c) =

<e¢J(f), c) = <~iP(Y1' "Yzk)' c)
k

=

L

i= 1

<AdiP(Yl",Yzi-z)(I -AdiP(Yzi-l»Fa(¢J),c)

Zk

=

L (-lY<AdiP(YI"'Yi-I)Fa(iP),c)
i= I

= L
Pi Ea #¥

8 i <F a(¢J),C i )=(rt®Fa(iP))'(Y®C)'

Q.E.D.
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Proof of 4.7.

The idea of the proof of 4.7 is identical to that of 4.5; therefore we give only the
necessary modifications for that proof. Again we consider a chain y(8)c where
Y : [0, 1] --+ S descends to an immersed closed curve j which intersects a transversely, in double points. Again we order a#y as {P1' ""Pk+1} where P1
= y(O), ... , Pk + 1 = y(l) = PI; similarly we choose arcs a i on a from PI to Pi. Again let
Bi = B(Pi; a, y).
The split curve y Ia on S Ia is a disjoint union of intervals Yi whose endpoints lie
on a+ or a_. Using the obvious notation, we see that Yi has initial endpoint p~1 ... Et
Ei
E aE1 "' Ei and terminal endpoint Pi-+Et ..· + 1 E a- E1 "' e1 + l' Let fJ be the arc PI a which
runs from pi to Pl' Let Yi be the loop

in Sia based at Pl' In terms of the generating set nl(Sla)u{p} for n, we see that
Y'::::. pe 1yl ·· ·Pf,kYk· Accordingly we shall decompose the flat section y(8)c = LYi(8)Ci.
Observe that for each Pi with Bi = - 1, the loop Yi has travelled an extra Pi to get
from pi to pi via Pi-+Et· .. E1 + 1. Thus parallel transporting c along Yl."Yi gives cj
=AdrjJ((PEIYl ... PEI-lYi_lP(Et-1)/2)-1)C. Now we compute,just as for 4.5:
k

= L Bi(AdrjJ(PE1 Y1" .pEI-IYi_lP(f,i-1)/2)F(I.(rjJ), c)
i= 1
k

= L Bi (F(I.(rjJ) , AdrjJ((pe 1...Yi _ IP(8 1- 1)/2)

1)

C)

i= 1

= L Bi (F(I.(rjJ),ci)=(a(8)F(I.(rjJ))·(y(8)c).
P1EY#(I.

Q.E.D.

4.11. Wolpert's duality formula

As an application of 4.3 we prove the following theorem, due to Wolpert [19]:
Theorem. Let

(£s be the Teichmuller space of S with its Weil-Petersson symplectic
structure. Let (X be a simple loop and 1(1.: lts --+ lR the geodesic length function
associated to a. Then the Hamiltonian flow associated to 1(1. is the Fenchel-Nielsen
twist flow about a.

Proof It is easy to see from the discussion in 4.1 that the Fenchel-Nielsen twist flow
about a is covered by a generalized twist flow {Et}tElR on the subset of Hom(n, G)
above (£s. Since the boundary components a + and a _ of M Ia are identified by the
isometries i(l. 0t: a+ -+(X_ which moves points forward at unit speed along a_, the
corresponding representations ¢J are deformed via a path ~t(rjJ) in G which
translates points on the rjJ(a)-invariant geodesic with unit speed in the same
direction that rjJ(a) moves them. In other words, {El~)}tElR is the unique oneparameter subgroup of G which contains ¢J(a) with ~l¢J) = ¢J(a) for exactly
t = 1(I.(l/J).
Let ~, I, and L be as in 1.13. It is proved in 1.13 that ~t(l/J), as described above,
equals exptL(rjJ(a)). Thus 4.5 and 4.7 imply that the generalized twist flow {Et}tEIR
covering the Fenchel-Nielsen flow covers the Hamiltonian flow associated to 1(1.'
0

t
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§ 5. Lie algebras of curves on a surface
5.1. The product formula 3.5 led us to relate Poisson brackets of trace functions fex'
fp to sums of the form L B(p; a, f3)u( ap, 13 p). The purpose of this section is to
PEex#P

define abstract Lie algebra structures on spaces based on closed curves. We shall
obtain Lie algebras which map homomorphically into the Lie algebra of regular
functions on Hom(n, G)/G under Poisson bracket, for various G.
Let S be any oriented surface (not necessarily compact) and let n = n 1(S). Let it
denote the set of conjugacy classes in n, i.e. the set of homotopy classes of oriented
closed curves in S. If a E n, denote its conjugacy class by lexl. Let '!lit denote the free
abelian group with basis it; then the map n-+it given by exH lexl extends by linearity
to a linear map '!In-+7lie also denoted by II. If a is a closed curve and p E ex is a simple
point (i.e. if in a parametrization f: S1-+S of ex, the inverse image f-l(p) is
connected) we denote by ex p the loop a based at p, as well as its homotopy class in
nl(S; p).
Suppose that ex, 13 are immersed loops in S which are generic (i.e. the map
exuf3: SIUS 1 -+S is an immersion with at worst transverse double points). Then
their bracket is defined as the following element of 7lit:

We shall first prove that [ex, 13] depends only on the homotopy classes of ex
and 13:
5.2. Theorem. Let ex, 13 be a generic pair of immersed loops and let ex', 13' be another
such pair such that ex' is freely homotopic to a and 13' is freely homotopic to 13. Then
[a, 13] = [ex', 131 in Zit.
It follows that the bracket gives a well-defined map ie x it-+7lie, since every loop
in S is homotopic to an immersion and every pair of loops in S is homotopic to a
generic pair of immersions. We extend the bracket by lineari(y to a bilinear map
[,] : 7lti: x 7lit-+7Lie.
5.3 Theorem. 7lie is a Lie algebra under [,].
Theorem 3.13 says that on Hom(n,G)/G, where G=GL(n,lR), GL(n,<C) or
GL(n, lH) the trace functions fex satisfy the same commutation relations as do
curves ex in '!Lie. We restate this formally using the following definition: Let (X, w)
be a symplectic manifold and COO(X, w) the Lie algebra of smooth functions on X
under Poisson bracket. By a Poisson action of a Lie algebra 9 on (X, w) we shall
mean a Lie algebra homomorphism Q: g-+COO(X, w).
5.4. Theorem. Let G = GL(n, lR), GL(n, <C), or GL(n, lH). Then exH fex defines a
Poisson action of '!lie on Hom(n, G)/G.
The first part of this section is devoted to the proofs of 5.2 and 5.3. Then we
discuss the most elementary properties of the homomorphism of 5.4. In particular
this homomorphism seems never to be injective: linear relations between traces of
words in G gives rise to elements of the kernel. For G=GL(l,lR) or GL(l,<C), the
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representation of'lLn on Hom(n, G)jG (which is just H 1 (S: lR *) or H 1 (S: <C*)) is
completely analyzed. We show that its image is a Lie algebra 7lH which is additively a free lL-module with basis the integral homology H == HI (S; 'lL). The map
n-+H obtained by taking homology class defines a Lie algebra homomorphism
7ln-+lLH through which the representation of 5.4 factors, when G is abelian.
5.5. Now we turn to the proofs of 5.2 The idea is that the bracket [a, fJ] is
unchanged as a and fJ undergo a generic homotopy of closed curves. Let M denote
a closed I-manifold and recall that a smooth map I: M -+S is generic if it is an
immersion whose only self-intersections are transverse double points. Generic
immersions thus form a dense open subset Imm(M, S)o of both the space of all
immersions Imm(M, S) and the space of all smooth maps COO(M, S) (with the
Frechet topology).
5.6. Lemma. Suppose f, g E Imm(M, 8)0 are generic immersions which are homotopic in COO(M, S) (i.e. are homotopic maps M ~S). Then there exists a sequence 11

== f, 12' f3' ... , Ik - l' fk == g of generic immersions such that h + 1 is related to Ii be one
of the following standard moves:
(w l) birth-death of monogons
//"'------ ........ "
/
/

,

\

/

\

/~\

I

\

I

\

f (1,)

I

I

\

I

'-"''-

'

..........

-

//
/'
"".,

(w2) birth-death of bigons
/'

,,----- .............. ,

IX
f(bl
X'\,
/
I

\
I

I

\
"

I
\

"

f (11)

................

_---.,;/

,/

/

I

(w3) jumping over a double point

.......... .-.._---.".,,/

........

---_...-/

To apply a move (wj) to a generic map IE Imm(M, 8)0' we find j intervals
lb ...' lj(l ~j ~ 3) for which ill (where I == 11 u ... ul j ) is one of the cases pictured
above for (wj) , and replace ill with the other picture, leaving IIM-l fixed. (We

w.
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emphasize, however, that these pictures are only "immersed over" f(M - I)
and are not embeddings. That is, we cannot necessarily assume there is an open
disc containing the double points that is unchanged under the move and is
furthermore disjoint from f(M - I). Questions concerning the existence of
embedded bigons are quite subtle; see Hass-Scott [9] for more information.)
Proof of 5.6. Standard results in transversality (as in Hirsch [11]) imply that the
subset Imm(M, S)1 consisting of immersions f: M ~S with finitely many transverse double points and exactly one of either of the following singularities:

"'---

......

' X / "',

(tangential double point)

I
\

/

\

"" "'---

,. , /

\
I

/

~
--/---...... ' \

I

(transverse triple point)

\

I

,

,

I

/

"",

......

has codimension one in Imm(M, S). Let (£: be the subset of COO(M, S) consisting of
maps f: M ~S such that there exists a unique x E M such that
fIM-{X} E Imm(M - {x}, S)o, df(x) =0 but d 2f(x) =t=0. Then (£uImm(M, S)1
= COO(M, S)1 has codimension one in COO(M, S).
Since f, g E COO(M, S)o are homotopic, by transversality they are homotopic via
a generic path in COO(M, S), i.e. one which completely misses the codimension ~ 2
subset COO(M, S)-(Imm(M, S)ouCOO(M, S)1) and meets COO(M, S)1 transversely.
Thus there is a homotopy Ft:M~S, Fo=f, F 1=g, such that FtE Imm(M, S)o
uCOO(M, S)1 for all 0 ~ t ~ 1, and for only finitely many values of t(t = t 1 , ••• , t k )
does F t E COO(M, S) l ' Over each open interval (t i , t i + 1)' this homotopy is carried by
an isotopy of S. When F t E COO(M, S)1' there are three possibilities:
(i) F t E (£. In that case the homotopy in a neighborhood of the singular point
x E M is a homotopy between maps pictured as
/"'--- ......,
/

I

..

"

'f'\~
__
,

I

\

I

....... ......

, - - ...... ~

" , . " . . - - - ...........
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/

"
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_-.,./
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/

f

r
\

\

\

/
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A

"

....... -._~

......

\

,,

\
I

I

I

/
,/

and passing the critical point corresponds to move (wI).
(ii) F t E Imm(M, S)1 and has one tangency. In that case the homotopy in a
neighborhood of the two preimages of the tangential double point looks like
",---- ...... ,
/---- ......

~/"

/ / ' ,
/"---/\

,

I

\~/
'<
~

"

...... _ - - " " , /

II

\

\

I

\

' _---/

I

~

I

.......

and passing the singular points corresponds to move (w2).
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(iii) F t E Imm(M, S)1 and has one triple point. In that case the homotopy looks
like
."..--""....---- ......
/'

........

"\ \

/

,
I

........

........

_--'''

/

.................

__

....-/

\

/

and passing the triple point corresponds to move (w3).
To find the sequence fl' ... , fk take fl = f, fk = g and F i + 1 = Ft , +E where 0 <e
< min (t i + 1 - t i ). The proof of 5.8 is now complete. Q.E.D.
i=I, ... ,k-l

Proof of 5.2. Applying 5.8 to the case M is a disjoint union of two circles and f = a
up E Imm(M, S) and g = a'up' E Imm(M, S), we readily reduce 5.2 to showing
[a, P] = [a', Pl when aup and a'up' are related by one of three moves (wI), (w2), or
(w3). Since (wI) does not affect the intersection a =#= f3 and a ~ a', f3 ~ f3', the brackets
[a, f3] and [a', f31 are equal.
Next suppose that auf3 and a'uf3' are related by move (w3). We may assume
a =#= f3::f: a' =#= f3' since otherwise the assertion is obvious, as above. Then there exists a
pair {p, q} of double points in a =#= f3 which are replaced by a pair {p', q'} of double
points in a' =#= f3' and a=#= f3 - {p, q} = a' =#= f3' - {p', q'}. We may assume there is a disc
DeS so that on (auf3)-I(S - D), both auf3 and a'uf3' agree. Inside D we find an arc
from p to p' (resp. q to q') which induce isomorphism 1r 1 (S; P)~1rl(S; p') (resp.
1t 1 (S; q)~nl(S; q')) which take ap, f3p to ap" f3p, (resp. aq, f3q to aq" f3 q,) correspond.
In particular la pf3 pl = la~,f3~,1 and la qf3 ql = la~,f3~,I. Furthermore e(p; a, f3) = e(p'; a', f3')
and e(q; a, f3) = e(q'; a', f3') whence [a, f3] = [a', f3']. Two typical cases are illustrated
below:
/l ,_--.. 13
/l'=;J --- -, !~/l
",

I

\
I
......

_---/

I
I

~a

\

1/
\

//

\

\

q'

"

........ _ - - ' /

Finally suppose that au f3 and a'u f3' are related by (w2). If a =#= f3 = a' =#= f3' again
there is nothing to prove. If a =#= f3::f: a' =#= f3', then we may assume a' =#= f3' = a =#= f3
u{p, q} where p and q are the vertices of a bigon whose sides are arcs in a' and f3':
..,----- .............,
a

, / / ""

"-

,
I

I

--.-

(
\
\

13' ""-,
................

_----,,/

"

\
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Now a~f3~ and a~f3~ are homotopic and e(p; a',f3,)= -e(q; a',f3'). Thus [a,f3]
= [a', f31, and the proof of 5.2 is complete.

Proof of 5.3. We must verify that [,] is alternating and satisfies the Jacobi
identity.
Alternating. If pEa # f3, then apf3p and f3 pa p are conjugate in n 1 (S; p), i.e. la pf3 pl
=1f3papl. Now e(p; a,f3)= -e(p; f3,a), so
[a, f3] =

L e(p; a, f3) la pf3 pl = -

pea#/J

L e(p; a, f3) lf3 papl = - [f3, a] .

pea#/J

Jacobi identity. By 5.2 we may assume au f3uy is a generic immersion of a disjoint
union of 3 circles into S. The bracket [[a, f3], y] is a sum of terms, one for each
(P, q) E (a# f3) x ((auf3)#y). The contribution from (p, q) is
e(p; a, f3)e(q; apf3p, y) l(a pf3p)qY ql.
There are two cases, depending on whether q E a or q E f3. Suppose q E rx. Then in
[[y, a], fJ] there is a contribution

e(q; Y, a)e(p; yqaq, f3) l(yqaq)p{Jpl
coming from (q, p). These two terms cancel: it is easy to see that l(rxpfJp)qYql
= l(y qaq)pf3 pl; moreover

e(p; a, f3)e(q; rx pf3p, y) = e(p; a, f3)e(q; a, y)
= -e(q; y,a)e(p; a,{J)= -e(q; y,a)e(p; yqaq,{J).
The case q E f3 is handled similarly as are the other terms in [[f3, y], rx] + [[y, a], f3]
coming from (f3 # a) x (rx # y). Thus all the terms in [[a, f3], y] + [[{J, y], a]
+ [[y, a], fJ] cancel. The proof of 5.3 is now complete. Q.E.D.

Algebraic properties of '!Lii
5.9. Now that we have established that 7Lii is a Lie algebra, we briefly mention a
few of its algebraic properties. First of all, if N <I n is a normal subgroup, then the
submodule of7Lit generated by the image N of N under II : n~it is a subalgebra. In
particular, taking N = {I} the identity subgroup we find a one-dimensional
subalgebra '!LI ('!Lit. Since 1 is represented by the trivial loop, the subalgebra '!LI is
central (probably it is the whole center of '!Lit). It is interesting to note that this
central ideal is a direct summand of '!Lit.
Proposition. Let it' = ii - {I} and let 7Lii' be the free submodule of 7Lit generated by
ii'. Then '!Lii' is an ideal in '!Lii and there is a direct-sum decomposition '!Lit = '!LI EB'!Lit'.

Proof It suffices to prove that 7Lii' is a subalgebra, since '!Lit = '!LI EB'!Lii' as abelian
groups and 7LI is central. Thus we must show that if a, f3 E ii', then [a, f3] E '!Lii'. If
not, there exists p E rx# fJ with Irx pf3 pl = 1. Thus rx is freely homotopic to fJ- 1 and we
may assume, by 5.2 that {J=rx- 1 • It thus suffices to prove [a,rx- 1 ]=O.
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Represent a by a generic immersion and a-I be a generic immersion such that
cobounds a narrow annulus. Then the double points in Cl Cl - 1 occur in
pairs p, p', one pair for each self-intersection of Cl:

*

auCl -1

/"...---- .......................
"-

./
/

"

-----_/
Now IClpCl; 11 = IClp'Cl; 11 and e(p; Cl, Cl - 1) = - e(p';
It follows that [Cl, Cl - 1] = O. Q.E.D.

Cl, Cl -

1) as is clear from the picture.

Remark. This proposition has the following consequence for the Poisson actions
of 5.4. If (X, w) is any symplectic manifold then the exact sequence
O---+lR -+COO(X, w)---+ Ham(X, w)-+O
(where Ham(X, w) is the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields) is a central
extension of Lie algebras. Hence for any Poisson action e: g---+COO(X, w) the
preimage e- 1(lR) of the constants lRc COO(X, w) is a central subgroup and there
is an associated central extension O---+e- 1 (lR)---+g---+g/e- 1 (lR)---+O. For the Poisson
actions of 5.4, Zl maps into constants and the central extensions is O---+Zl-+'llfc
--.Zfc' -+0. Proposition 5.9 thus shows that this central extension is split, i.e. for
every Poisson action on Hom(n, G)/G generated by trace functions f(1.' the
constant functions split off as a direct summand.
5.iO. Now we discuss the Poisson action of 'llfc on Hom(n, G)/G when
G = GL(l, lR). In that case Hom(n, G)/G =Hom(n, G) is the abelian group
H 1 (S, Z/2)EBH 1 (S; lR). The identity component Hom(n, GL+CIR)) is the symplectic vector space H 1 (S; lR). In this case we may explicitly describe the Poisson
action in global coordinates.
Let XI"'.' X g' Yl" .. ' ~ be the standard generators for n, i.e. n has the
presentation with X 1 Y1 X 1 1 Y1- 1 ... X g ~X;- 1 ~- 1 = I. (Here g denotes the genus of
s.) Let ~1' , ~g, 111' ... , 11 g be the images of X l' ... , X g , Y1 , •.• , ~ in H = H 1(S; Z).
Let(x 1 , Y1' , x g , Yg) be coordinates on H 1 (S; lR) dual to ~1' 111' ... , ~2' 11 g ; then the
g

L

symplectic structure on H 1 (S; lR) equals w =

dXi /\ dYi.

i= 1

There is an explicit diffeomorphism

which associates to a point (x 1, Yl'

eXi and

... , X g,

Yg) the homomorphism which takes Xi to
g

~

to eYi • If a E n has homology class
f(1.:Hom(n,G)/G~R. is given by
fa.(x 1 ,

•••

L

mi~i

+ ni~i' then the trace function

i=1

,Yg)=exp(.f. (miXi + n iy i)) .
1=

1

w.
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(Since G is abelian, fa depends only on the homology class [a] E H.) It is easy to
check the Z-linear span of these functions form a Lie algebra of functions on lR 2g
which is a homomorphic image of '!lie.
This Lie algebra can be described abstractly as follows. Let ZH be the free
'!l-module on H = H 1 (5; Z). If a, 13 E H, define their bracket by [a, 13] = (a . 13) [a + 13]
where a· 13 denotes intersection pairing and [a + f3J is the element of H (basis
element of ZH) corresponding to the sum of a and f3 in HI (S; Z). The natural map
[] : 7lie~71H defined by taking homology class, is a Lie algebra homomorphism
through which the Poisson action of '!lie on Hom(n, GL +(1, JR.)) factors. Its kernel is
the ideal ofZn additively generated by 1 and formal sums a + f3 - y, where [a] + [f3J
= [yJ.
5.11. Even if G is nonabelian, the representation Q: Zn~COO(Hom(n, G)jG) need
not be faithful (we conjecture that it never is). Consider the case G = GL(2, lR) or
GL(2, <1:). Then if a lies in the commutator subgroup of n, then for all
¢J E Hom(n, G), tr¢J(a) = tr~(a-l) although a is never conjugate to a-I (unless
a= 1). Thus, for example, the element lal-la- 1 Ilies in the kernel of (l, if aE En, nJ.
However there are much more complicated ways for two elements a, f3 En to satisfy
tr~(ct) = tr~(fJ) for all ~ E Hom(n, G). The prototypical construction is the
following. Let w(x, y) be a word in x and y. Then w(x,y) and w(x- 1, y-l) - 1 (i.e. w
"read backwards") have the same trace, whenever x, y E GL(2, <C). Such a pair of
elements need not be conjugate or conjugate to each other's inverse. For a simple
example, take a = xyx- 1y2 and fJ = X-I yxy2: tr¢J(a) = tr¢J(f3) for all ¢J E Hom(n, G),
x, YEn, but a is not conjugate to f3 or f3-1. In particular we obtain many elements
lal-lfJl which lie in KerQ. For more information, see Magnus [14J and the
references quoted there

Lie algebras based on unoriented curves
5.12. Let
curve, i.e.

1 : n~n
l:

Proposition.

be the involution which reverses the orientation on an oriented
letl ~ let - 11. Extend 1 linearly to '!l-linear involution 1 : '!Ln ~ '!Lie.
1

is a Lie algebra automorphism of '!Ln.

Proof Let a, f3 E n. Then
[ l( et), 1(fJ)] = [a -

1,

(3 - 1J =

L e(p; et - 1 , f3 - 1) Ia; 1 f3; 11
pea#p

The stationary set of 1 is a subalgebra '!Lit of '!Ln. If a E ie, let eX = a + l(a). Then '!Lii
is freely generated (additively) by the set it of all eX, for a En. If a, (3 E n we compute
the bracket of eX and ff as follows:

[ci, If] = [ct+ l(a), {3 + l(f3)] = ([a, {3] + [l(et), 1(f3)])

+ ([l(a), {3] + [a, l(f3)]) = ~+ [a, l(f3)]
=

L
pea#p

e(p; a, f3) (la p{3pl-la p{3; 11).
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This is the same commutation relation (up to a factor of 2) that the trace
functions f(J. satisfy on Hom(n, G)jG when G is an orthogonal, unitary, or
symplectic group by Theorem 3.14. In other words:
5.13. Theorem. Let Q: Zn~COO(Hom(n, G)/G) be the linear map defined by g(ci)
=2f(J. where G, f, etc. are all as in 3.14. Then Q is a Poisson action of Zn.
When G is abelian (i.e. 0(2), 0(1,1), or Vel)), then the image of g is a Lie algebra TLH which is a free Z-module on H=H 1(S;Z)j{±1}, and may be obtained
from TLH as the stationary set of the canonical involution.
5.14. Furthermore there is a homomorphism

Zii~7LH such

that the diagram

Zii~ZH

1 1

Zfi~ZH

commutes. This homomorphism is defined analogously to the homomorphism
Zn~7LH of 5.10.

There seems to be one marked difference between the Lie algebras ZH and ZH
(and thus between the algebras Zfi and Zn). While ZH admits no homomorphism
to an abelian Lie algebra over R, its subalgebra ZH admits a nontrivial
homomorphism to an abelian Lie algebra (over R) of dimension 49 • This
homomorphism is defined as follows. Let H 2 denote the set HI (5; Zj2) and as
usual 7LH 2 the free abelian group with basis H 2 , with the trivial Lie algebra
structure. Then the canonical map H ~ H 2 given by reduction mod2 evidently
factors through H and extends to a homomorphism ZH ~ZH2 which factors
through 7LH. Indeed, if [a] and [fJ] are homology classes in H, we have:

[[ci], [/J]] = [a] . [fJ] ([(a + fJ)] - [(0: - fJ)]) .
Since 0: + fJ and a - fJ are mod 2 homologous, it follows that 'llH ~ TLH 2 is a Lie
algebra homomorphism.

Spaces of characters, the moment map, and coadjoint orbits in 7Ln
5.15. Dual to the Lie algebra homomorphism g: 7Lft~COO(Hom(n, G)jG, w) is the
so-called moment map which maps the symplectic manifold Hom(n, G)jG into the
real linear dual 7Lft* of the Lie algebra 7Lfi. This dualistic approach suggests
another way to think of the spaces Hom(n, G)jG, in terms of coadjoint orbits
associated to the Lie algebras based on curves.
The formal construction is as follows. Consider a Lie algebra Gj. The real vector
space Gj* = HomlR(Gj, R) dual to Gj is known as the coadjoint module. The Lie
algebra Gj acts on Gj* via the coadjoint action, which is the transpose of the adjoint
action of Gj on itself, ad(x) (y) = [x, y]. If G is a Lie group having Gj as its Lie
algebra, a coadjoint orbit of G is defined to be an orbit of G on Gj* under the
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coadjoint action. In the absence of a definite Lie group G, we may define a
coadjoint orbit to be an integral submanifold in (fj* of the integrable plane field P
on (fj* defined by P(x) = ad*(fj) (x). It is a well-known fact (due to Kirillov and
Kostant in the 1960's and apparently also Sophus Lie in the 1880's (compare
Weinstein [24])) that coadjoint orbits carry invariant symplectic structures.
Indeed, every simply connected symplectic manifold X upon which (fj acts by
symplectic vector fields covers a coadjoint orbit.
Mapping the symplectic manifold M into the coadjoint module is effected by
the famous "moment-map". Assuming that the action of (fj on M is Hamiltonian
(i.e. the homomorphism (fj--. Vect(M, OJ) lifts to a Lie algebra homomorphism
(}: (fj--.COO(M, OJ)), the moment map x: M --.(fj* is defined by duality: X(x) is the
linear functional on (fj which sends y E (fj to the real number (}(y) (x). Under the
above hypothesis that (} is a Lie algebra homomorphism, it follows that X is
equivariant with respect to the given action on M and the coadjoint action on (fj*.
In particular, if (fj acts transitively on M (i.e. at every x E M, the tangent vectors
y(x), y E (fj, span TxM) then it follows that the moment map is a covering map of M
onto a coadjoint orbit in (fj*.
The coadjoint module of 7lit is the space of real class functions on n, i.e.
invariant functions n--.lR. As the Lie algebra homomorphism (}: 7ln
--.COO(Hom(n, G)jG, w) is given by the trace function (}(ex) ([tft]): exHtr(tft(ex)),
the dual moment map is the map x: Hom(n, G)jG--.7ln* associating to each
[t/J] E Hom(n, G)jG the character of the representation tft. The image of the moment map is the space of all characters of representations n--.G.
5.16. Theorem. Let G=GL(n; lR) and let Hom(n, G)- be the subset of Hom(n, G)

consisting of irreducible representations n~G. Then the character map
X: Hom(n, G)- jG--.7lit* is a covering map onto its image, and its image, the space
of characters of irreducible representations n ~ G, is a coadjoint orbit in 7ln*.
Remark. The same techniques show that other moduli spaces (e.g. Teichmiiller
space, Jacobi varieties, H I (S; JR.), moduli of stable vector bundles, etc.) can be
similarly represented as coverings of coadjoint orbits in Lie algebras based on
curves. The proofs for the analogous statements for the other classical Lie groups
G are identical, and therefore omitted.
Proof Since the moment map x:Hom(n, G)-jG~7lit* is 7ln-equivariant, all the
assertions of this theorem follow once we know that the action of Zit is locally
transitive. That is, we must show that the Hamiltonian vector fields H t(1.' rx E n, span
the tangent space 1[q,]Hom(n, G)jG at tft. Since the vector fields Ht a are symplectically dual to the differentials dt a , it suffices to show that the I-forms dt a , rx E n, span
the cotangent space 1£:]Hom(n, G)jG at [tft].
To this end we use the theorem of Procesi [23] that the functions t a , ex E it,
generate the coordinate ring of the algebro-geometric quotient Hom(n,
GL(n; <C))jGL(n; <C) when 1C is a finitely generated free group, and follows from
this result for a surface group as well. In particular, the differentials of the
restrictions of ta to Hom(n, G)jG span the cotangent space at ex, as
desired. Q.E.D.
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5.17. Commuting curves in ?Lit and ?Lii
Theorem. Let lI.., 13 E it, where lI.. is represented by a simple closed curve. Then:
(i) [lI.., 13] = 0 in ?Lie if and only if a and 13 are freely homotopic to disjoint curves.
(ii) [a, /J] = 0 in?Lii if and only if a and 13 are freely homotopic to disjoint curves.
(I am grateful to S. Wolpert for suggesting the proof of part (ii).)

Proof The "if' implications follow immediately from 5.2 and the definitions of the
bracket in these Lie algebras. By 5.2, the bracket may be computed using a disjoint
pair of representative curves, in which case the bracket is given by an empty sum.
For the other implications, we use the Poisson actions of ?Lii on Teichmuller
space 3 8 of S, as well as the Poisson actions of 7lie on Hom(n, GL(n, lR)jGL(n, lR),
for n = 1, 2. We begin with the proof of (2).
Suppose a is a simple closed curve and 13 is a closed curve which is not
homotopic to a curve disjoint from a (i.e. the geometric intersection number
i(a, [3) > 0). Then the following inequality concerning Poisson brackets of geodesic length functions on Teichmuller space is proved in Wolpert [20], Theorem 3.4
(and the first paragraph of p. 224):

(This is the basic convexity result of geodesic length functions along earthquake
paths, first noticed by Kerckhoff in his solution of the Nielsen realization problem
[13].)
To apply inequality (*) to the Lie algebra 7lii we fix a component X of
Hom(n, SL(2, lR))jSL(2, lR)

which maps to the Teichmuller space
3 8 C Hom(n, P SL(2, lR))jP SL(2, lR)

under the map
Hom(n, SL(2, lR))jSL(2, lR)-+ Hom(n, PSL(2, lR))/ PSL(2, lR)

induced by the epimorphism SL(2, lR)-+ PSL(2, lR). Let t and I be the invariant
functions introduced in § 2. To each a E n, we may write

t(X = 2e(X cosh( IJ2)
where the sign e(X of t(X is a constant function (± 1) on X (which may depend on the
choice of the component X). The Poisson bracket {f, hog} of a function f with the
composition of another function g with a real function h: lR -+ lR obeys the
following chain rule:

{f, hog} = h' g{f, g}
0
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By repeated applications of this chain rule we obtain:
(**)

ep{ta, {ta,t p}}
== cp{2c acosh( [aI2},

{2e acosh( 'aI2), 2e pcosh( IpI2)}}
2
== sinh ( Ij2) (cosh( Ip12) {la,lp}2 + 2 sinh( Ip/2) {la' {la' lp}} > 0

by (*).
Thus {ta' {t a, t p}} is nonzero, so that {ta' t p} is also nonzero. Since ciHt ais a Lie
algebra homomorphism Zn-+COO(X), it follows that [ci, lJJ =4=0. This proves (ii).
Now we prove (i). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that a and f3 E fe, ex
represented by a simple curve, [ex, f3J == 0 but f3 is not homotopic to a curve disjoint
from a. First observe that [a, f3J == 0 implies that the algebraic intersection number
a· f3 == 0: the Lie algebra homomorphism 7Ln~lLH takes [ex, f3] to the element
ex· f3[a + f3J of lLH (where [ex + f3J is the basis element of H corresponding to
homology class [a] + [{J]). Thus ex· f3 == O.
Let G == G L + (2, lR) be the subgroup of orientation-preserving linear automorphisms of lR 2 and consider the following two invariant functions G-+ lR.

15(A) == det(A)1/2 .
t(A) == tr(A).
Then AH(15(A)-l A, 15(A» defines an isomorphism G~SL(2, lR) x lR t-. We extend
the trace function t: SL(2, lR)~lR to G by the formula

teA) == 15(A) - 1 t(A) .
It is easy to check that the variation function L1 : G~(fj of <5 is given by J(A)
== 15(A)I.
The isomorphism G-+SL(2, lR) x lR+ determines a symplectic isomorphism
Hom(n, G)/G-+Hom(n, SL(2, lR»/SL(2, lR) x Hom(n, lR+).
Let X' be the component of Hom(n, G)/G which corresponds to X x Hom(n, lR+)
(where X is as above). Then
defines a Lie algebra homomorphism Zfe
-+COO(X').
Now

CtHt:

and we claim that all but the first summand must vanish. By 3.5, {15 a, t p} is a sum
over a f3 of expressions of the form

*

tr(b(A) (B - (1/2) tr(B)I»
which is ev!d~ntly zero. Similarly {ta,b p} ==0. Finally {b a,15 p}==(a· f3)15 a+ p==O.
Thus {ta' t p} == {ta, t p} which is nonzero by (**). This contradiction proves
(ii). Q.E.D.
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Remark. It would be interesting to have a purely topological proof of this
topological theorem. The condition that one of the curves be simple, however, is
crucial, as was recently pointed out by Peter Scott. If a is not representable as a
power of a simple loop, then a is not homotopic to a curve disjoint from itself,
even though [a, a] == 0 in 71ft (and similarly in 71it). Thus although two curves may
commute in these formal Lie algebras, they need not be representable as geometrically disjoint curves unless one of them is simple.
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